
 

MEETING OF THE MANCHESTER AIRPORT 
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 

 
FRIDAY 18 JANUARY 2019 AT 10AM 
FIRST FLOOR MEETING ROOMS 8/10  
OLYMPIC HOUSE 
MANCHESTER AIRPORT M90 1QX 
 
(Please use the Staff and Visitors Car Park – signposted MidStay  
–accessed from Parade Road opposite T3 Multi – storey entrance). 

___________________________________________ 
 
AGENDA 
 
1  PROCEDURAL MATTERS 
 (a) Apologies for Absence 

 (b) To confirm as a correct record the Minutes of the meeting of the Committee 
held on 19 October 2018. 

 (c) To receive the Minutes of the meeting of the Technical Advisory Group held on 
7 December 2018. 

With regard to Minute 2(b) (World Health Organisation Guidelines on the 
Health Impacts of Environmental Noise) to consider and, if appropriate, 
adopt the recommendation from the Group. 

 (d) To receive the Minutes of the meeting of the Airport Users Advisory Group held 
on 30 November 2018. 

 (e)  Membership and Attendance  
To consider the appointment of a Disability Representative, following the  
retirement of Kieran McMahon (Disability Stockport) from the Committee.  

   
2     REPORT OF THE CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 

To consider the attached report of Tricia Williams, Chief Operating Officer, 
Manchester Airport. 
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 GROUND TRANSPORT 
To receive an update on Ground Transport issues at the Airport from John 
Twigg, Planning Director. 

   
4 
 

       DfT AVIATION STRATEGY GREEN PAPER 
To receive a briefing from Adam Jupp, Corporate Affairs Director, on the 
Aviation Strategy Green Paper, which was published on 17 December 2018. 

   
5  DRONE STRATEGY 

To receive a briefing from Chris Wild, Head of Airfield Operations, on Drones, 
to include the CAA’s “Taking Flight – Future of Drones in the UK” and initiatives 
at Manchester Airport 

   



 
6  COMMUNITY RELATIONS   

To receive from Wendy Sinfield, Community Relations Manager: 

 (a) The Aircraft Track and Noise Monitoring Reports for September – November, 
the Complaints Summary for December 2018, and the latest Community 
Relations Workstream Reports; and 

 (b) Any update on the Airspace Change process, following the publication by the 
CAA in November of revised Airspace Design Guidance (CAP 1616) and in 
December 2018 of the Airspace Modernisation Strategy. 

   
7  ANY OTHER MATTERS THAT THE CHAIRMAN CONSIDERS URGENT 

 
 

 
                                          
 
                                         Lunch is arranged for 12.30pm 
 
 
 

 
Date of Next Meeting: Friday 12 April 2019 at 10.00 am  

at Olympic House, Manchester Airport 
 
 
 
 

                                 
                                Contact: Mike Flynn by either 

Telephone: 0151 608 3088 or Email: manaircc.flynn@gmail.com 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE MANCHESTER AIRPORT CONSULTATIVE 

COMMITTEE held on Friday 19 October 2018 at Meeting Rooms 8 and 10, First Floor, 

Olympic House, Manchester Airport 

PRESENT: Steve Wilkinson (Chairman) 

Sandra Matlow - Passenger Representative  

  Tony Dean - Cheshire East Council 

  George Walton - Cheshire East Council 

  Bob Rudd – Cheshire West and Chester Council 

  Roy Driver – Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council 

  Bernard Sharp - Trafford Metropolitan Borough Council 

  Elizabeth Patel – Trafford Metropolitan Borough Council 

  Luke Raikes – Manchester City Council 

  Bill Fairfoull – Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council 

Steve Parish – Warrington Borough Council 

Jack Thomas – North West Region Chamber of Commerce 

  Peter Burns - Heald Green and Long Lane Ratepayers Association 

  Kristina Hulme – ABTA 

  Eleanor Underhill – National Trust 

  Robert Thompson – North West CBI 

  David Neill – Scheduling Committee 

  Colin Booth – Mobberley Parish Council 

  Ron Dixon – Styal Parish Council 

  Linda Reynolds – Mere Parish Council 

REPRESENTING MANCHESTER AIRPORT PLC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Adam Jupp, Smitesh Patel, Wayne Poole, Wendy Sinfield, John Twigg, Tricia Williams, 

Fiona Wright 
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SECRETARIAT: 

Mike Flynn, Secretary; Denise French, Assistant Secretary 

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISOR 

Nick Kelly, Cheshire East Council 

APOLOGIES: 

Andrew Ashton, Wyn Casey, Neville Duncan, Kieran McMahon, Chris Novak, John 

Pantall, James Power, Don Stockton, John Taylor, Mike Whetton.  

1 MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING 

(a) RESOLVED: That the Minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 13 July be 

approved as a correct record. 

Reference was made to minute 2 (b) at the top of page 3 where it was reported that the 

World Health Organisation (WHO) was due to produce a report on issues relating to 

health impacts of noise nuisance later in the year. The new Guidelines had recently been 

published, and it was agreed that the WHO Guidelines be referred to TAG in December, 

when Bureau Veritas would be present to lead on the item, and then onto the Consultative 

Committee. 

The Secretary referred to the penultimate bullet point on page 10 regarding the provision 

of information on daily outbound security queue length for all three Terminals in June 

where it had been agreed to submit this information to UAG. It had subsequently been 

agreed that details would also cover July and August. The report had not been provided 

to the September meeting and it was therefore agreed that the information be submitted 

to the November meeting of UAG.   

(b) The minutes of the meeting of the Technical Advisory Group held on 21 September 

were received.   

(c) The minutes of the meeting of the Users Advisory Group held on 28 September were 

received.       

Members were asked to note that the Group’s next walkabout on 15 November would 

focus on areas where improvements had been made as a result of initiatives by the 

Customer Services Board.   

(d) The Secretary reported on 2 new appointments to the Committee: Councillor 

Elizabeth Patel from Trafford Metropolitan Borough Council and it was recommended that 

she be appointed to the Users Advisory Group; and Councillor Linda Reynolds from Mere 
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Parish Council and it was recommended that she be appointed to the Technical Advisory 

Group. The updated membership list was circulated. 

 

RESOLVED: that 

(a) The World Health Organisation Guidelines on Noise Impacts on Health be 

considered by TAG on 7 December and then onto the following meeting of the 

Consultative Committee; and 

(b) Councillor E Patel be appointed to the Airport Users Advisory Group and 

Councillor L Reynolds be appointed to the Technical Advisory Group.         

2 CUSTOMER SERVICES BOARD 

Tricia Williams, Chief Operating Officer, introduced this item.  The Airport had 

experienced a very busy summer with increased passenger numbers compared to 2017; 

however, customer service had not always been of the standard normally expected. The 

demise of Monarch had continued to impact with growth mostly transferring to T3 and 

some volume increases in T1.  This had put increased pressure on the infrastructure and 

led to some erosion in customer service.  The Airport was not in a position to wait for the 

benefits arising from the Transformation Programme (MAN TP) and the airport’s 

Customer Services Board (CSB) had identified ten priorities for improvements going into 

summer 2019. These priorities had been identified through looking at all points of the 

customer journey from pre-arrival to boarding and were based on feedback from various 

sources. These initiatives formed the basis of the Airport’s ‘Fit for Summer 19’ 

programme.  

Members were happy with the growth achieved in passenger numbers, but were equally 

concerned about any adverse impacts on the passenger experience. Tricia confirmed 

that overall performance had been similar to last year, but the Airport’s ageing 

infrastructure did not help. A key concern had been outbound security, which was 

identified as an absolute priority for improvement.  

Fiona Wright, Customer Services and Security Director, presented the Top Ten Priorities: 

 Wayfinding – landside road network and car parks; 

 Ease of access to car park – barriers; intercom delays; 

 Bus and transfer journeys – information provision; wait times; 

 General staff friendliness – security areas in particular; 
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 Hot Spot comfort areas – T3 International Departure Lounge; seating space and 

retail in T1 and T3; T1B security; toilets and cleanliness: 

 Asset Condition – cleanliness; asset improvements.  Fiona explained that 

feedback buttons for customers had been installed in washrooms to give real time 

information and enable a rapid response.  Terminal Duty Managers and MITIE, 

the provider of cleaning services, would be able to access the data and respond 

quickly as necessary. Project Shine was still underway to improve appearance of 

areas of the airport; 

 PRM – arrival wait times.  Fiona explained that feedback showed an overall 

positive experience but there were issues with wait times.  Following a staff 

restructure aimed at developing a focus on passengers who required special 

assistance, Michelle Foster had been designated Head of Special Assistance 

Services, reflecting a recognition that there was a wide range of needs rather than 

focusing solely on mobility issues; 

 Immigration Experience – e-gates; queue management; here to help.  Close 

working was taking place between UKBF and the Airport to provide good 

information to enable UKBF properly to resource immigration.  There was also an 

initiative to help to counter the perception that a long queue meant a long wait via 

‘here to help’ staff and improved information on wait times; 

 Baggage reclaim experience – encouraging handlers to give better information, 

and a ‘here to help’ approach; 

 Summer 19 Operational Readiness – a Working Party had been set up with the 

AOC and 3rd party operators to ensure all areas of the Airport were ready for the 

summer season 2019.   

Members were invited to raise any other appropriate initiatives and were given the 

opportunity to ask questions and raise issues as follows: 

 Reference was made to planes arriving off stand and passengers having to wait on 

the aircraft for steps to arrive.  In response, Fiona recognised that this could have 

an impact on perception of wait times; there was a need to ensure ground handlers 

had the right assets and resource available to enable them to prepare and keep 

wait times to a minimum; 

 Reference was also made to PRM service and performance where the whole 

process had to be clear and well thought through. Good examples of versatile 

ramps were quoted that could operate as steps or a ramp.  Fiona explained that 

this was an ‘Aviramp’ and was being looked at as part of the Transformation 
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Programme.  There were challenges in introducing Aviramps currently as there 

was insufficient space to use Aviramps for all stands and all aircraft types in the 

current infrastructure.   

 Issues were raised around automated bag drop.  Fiona explained that close work 

had been undertaken with airlines around the provision of bag drop infrastructure 

and the Airport continued to work with the ground handling providers, recognising 

that ground handlers were directly employed by airlines.  The Airport had a 

Ground Handling Licence system which covered the detailed operations and set 

out the standards expected.  There were 8 Ground Handling companies 

employed at Manchester. Members asked if Manchester could directly provide 

ground handling services. Tricia explained that the airport was not allowed to be 

anti-competitive and to provide ground handling services directly would require 

setting up a separate company to go through a competitive tendering process.   

 Whether there was a commercial incentive to improve customer service, given the 

Airport’s apparent monopoly position and what was the driver to improve when 

passengers had limited choice of airports depending on their flight destinations.  

Tricia confirmed that customer service was important but there had previously 

been a greater focus on the future benefits arising from the Transformation 

Programme. However, the shorter term issues were being addressed. In addition, 

the impact of Monarch had needed an immediate response.  The Airport’s 

reputation was important to ensure passenger and airline retention. There was 

also a commercial driver to process passengers quickly to enable them to spend 

time in retail and food and beverage areas.   

 What measures were taken in the security hall when there were long queues 

meaning passengers risked missing their flights?  The Committee was informed 

that Security and Customer Services Ambassadors were employed and if there 

were challenges then staff could be redeployed between Terminals although this 

would be difficult if there were problems in more than one Terminal.  There had 

been particular issues this summer as the Airport had initially been operating 

winter rosters with summer demand with new rosters not able to be implemented 

until the end of June.  For the forthcoming summer there had been earlier 

engagement and work with the commercial team to get a better understanding of 

likely demand. This had led to a redistribution of flight traffic between the Terminals 

and improved security roster planning. In addition, planning was to begin earlier 

rather than waiting for slot handback information. 

 A Member made reference to an otherwise good experience on arrival in T2 the 

previous evening which had been spoilt on discovering that their luggage had been 

broken into. The details would be passed to Fiona for investigation but she 
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confirmed this was a very unusual occurrence. 

RESOLVED: that: 

(a) the presentation be received; and 

(b) the Top Ten priorities as outlined at the meeting be supported.  

  

3 REPORT OF THE CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 

The Committee considered the report of Tricia Williams, Chief Operating Officer.  The 

report identified major issues affecting the business, updated Members on the current 

level of Airport activity and measures being taken to improve service delivery.  The 

following issues were highlighted: 

 Brexit – the Government had published a White Paper in July which included 

reference to aviation matters; this re-stated the importance of an agreement on 

aviation issues and the principles of open, liberal access between the UK and EU. 

In September a technical paper regarding aviation had been published where it 

was stated that, in the event of a no deal on Brexit, the Government wished for 

things to remain as they are with air services – air services to continue to be 

operated by agreement with the EU as a whole and EU regulations on safety and 

security to be transferred into UK domestic law; 

 Transformation Programme – works on Pier 1 were progressing well and the Pier 

would be transferred to Airport ownership on 19th January 2019.  The Multi Storey 

Car Park would open in April. There would be a period of trialing equipment and 

facilities prior to opening.  Members of the Committee had undertaken a full and 

interesting site visit on 4th October.  Laing O’Rourke (LOR) were the main 

contractors for the programme and had held a Corporate Social Responsibility 

network event in August. 13 companies had pledged to support LOR on a range of 

educational and employment activities.    

 Road schemes – the SEMMMs scheme was finally complete and had resulted in 

full opening of the A6MARR on 15th October.   

 Rail network – over summer there had been a lot of disruption arising from new rail 

timetables causing delays and cancellations.  This had caused issues for 

passengers and the Airport due to late arrivals. John Twigg and Adam Jupp had 

held meetings with Network Rail regarding improved customer experience for 

passengers arriving at Piccadilly Station where flight departure times were now to 

be displayed.  In addition, a monthly multi-agency meeting had commenced in 

October with representatives from Network Rail, Northern Rail, TransPennine 
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Express and Metrolink to ensure a more joined up approach.  The Airport had 

recently agreed a discount with a major public transport provider for staff travel; 

 Operational Data - On Time Performance - OTP for all flights was below target of 

85% in July, August and September.  The performance figures for July had been 

affected by Air Traffic Control capacity and regulation restrictions across Europe 

during the last week of the month.  Similar issues had occurred on 4th August, 

affecting performance.  Passenger numbers continued to grow with the rolling 

annual total currently being 27.9m passengers. It was noted that Cobalt Airways 

had now ceased trading, which had followed the Primera Airlines insolvency; 

 A Memorial in Stanley Forest had been unveiled on 22nd August to the 55 people 

who had died in the Manchester Air Disaster in 1985.  The unveiling had taken 

place during a ‘Service of Dedication’; 

 Customer Service and Security Issues – The total complaints per 10k passengers 

had increased over this period compared to the last, with complaints in July 

reported as 6.0; in August it was 5.1 and in September was 5.7.   There were a 

number of events that had contributed to the complaints including Hackney 

Carriage protests alongside the introduction of new Forecourt Management 

changes and charges.  The complaints about Meet & Greet damage had now 

reduced and complaints about drop off charges had also decreased over the 

quarter.  There had also been an increase in compliments over the quarter and 

the new Hidden Disability lanyard scheme had received many positive comments.  

Security performance in all 3 months of the quarter had achieved above the target 

of queuing 15 minutes or less in security.  In relation to Immigration the new 

queue measurement system was now running successfully in all three Terminals.     

 An incident had occurred in July where a member of the public had driven into a 

traffic marshal.  The case had gone to court and the accused had been found 

guilty and given a 6 month jail sentence suspended for 2 years.  The judge had 

made a number of comments attacking drop off charges to which the Airport had 

made a strong response enlisting support from Brake, the road safety charity.  

The traffic marshal was being supported if he decided to appeal. 

 Community Matters – the autumn Outreach programme would commence on 23rd 

October.  Meetings with local Councillors had continued and 65 representatives of 

Parish, Town, Borough and City Councils had attended in September to learn 

about forecourt changes, surface access, dual runway use, the Noise Action Plan 

and community work.  A number of collegues had undertaken volunteer work 

including a makeover of the outside space at a young people’s centre in 

Wythenshawe.  On 28th September the Airport had hosted performances for BBC 

Music Day.  The Community Trust Fund had awarded £25,163 to thirteen local 
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organisations including £1,209 to Webb Lane Allotment in Manchester towards a 

solar watering kit and £1,500 to Wilmslow Symphony Orchestral Society in 

Cheshire East towards Timpani Drums.    

The monthly traffic statistics for July, August and September were included in the report. 

In discussing the report the following issues/questions were raised: 

 Members noted that the security performance information was presented in 

percentage terms. A query was raised over the September performance figures in 

T1 A and B, and the resultant total figure tor T1 overall. The Airport confirmed that 

the figures given were accurate and based on passenger numbers in both 

outbound security areas. Members asked if the passenger numbers per month in 

each Terminal security area could be shown as part of the report and this was 

agreed; 

 Was there further information on the impact of Brexit?  Tricia explained that a 

series of workshops had commenced regarding the impact of Brexit on the Airport 

including the important question of ongoing involvement in the European Air 

Safety Agency. The different EU and non EU immigration queue measurement 

targets could also be affected; 

 Members noted that the heavy rain in September had caused flooding issues due 

to pooling of water on Runway 1 and queried why this had occurred after major 

runway reconstruction works in recent years?  John Twigg explained that 

historically Runway 1 had a more uneven surface profile than Runway 2 as the 

latter had been a completely level new build project; 

 The Chairman thanked Airport staff for the site visit to the Transformation works on 

4th October and the Airport Masterclass on 15th October both of which had been 

extremely interesting and enjoyable.   

RESOLVED: that the report be received. 

 

4 TERMINAL FORECOURT MANAGEMENT AND CAR PARKING 

Wayne Poole updated on forecourt management changes; free drop off and Hackney 

Carriage arrangements: 

 Forecourt management – the scheme had gone live on 10th July.  There were five 

forecourts on the site of which two had been amended and three had been 

redesigned.  The management arrangements had included installing bollards and 
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barriers and some planting schemes.  Visitors using the forecourt for drop off 

would exit via a barrier where payment could be made by cash, card and 

contactless. The changes had seen a reduction in congestion on forecourts and 

the wider road network. There had been some teething issues with the technology 

and software causing issues with concession cards. The technology supplier had 

provided support to address the issues. There had been some ‘hotspots’ which 

drivers were using for unauthorised waiting but these were being proactively 

managed. Charges were made for vehicles found to be recirculating.  Any issues 

were reported via an internal platform – RIVO.  In September there had been 

277,000 vehicles accessing the forecourts.  Pick up volumes had been higher 

than anticipated and new arrangements had been introduced in T1 and T3 with 

introduction in T2 shortly – these had included an increased number of pay 

stations; passenger waiting areas; a maximum 2 hour parking area and increased 

signage.  A Transport Fund had been established with Manchester City Council, 

Cheshire East Council and Transport for Greater Manchester. 

Members asked questions as follows: 

 What were the penalties for any drivers who could not or would not pay?  Wayne 

explained this was dealt with by a sensible approach looking at the particular 

circumstances and was managed by G24 Group. 

 How were the drop off charges arrived at?  Wayne explained benchmarking had 

been carried out; there had been analysis of other airport charges and costs were 

balanced against other car park products such as the Multi Storey Car Parks 

where the pick up charge was £4.00 for 30 minutes.  Manchester had been one of 

the last airports to introduce forecourt charges. 

 There was a 40% discount on the charges for taxis. Overall, the income from 

charges in the initial quarter was lower than expected, but the figures were not 

available. 

 Free drop off and bus transfer – free drop off was provided at Jet Parks 1 where 

there was a tarmacked surface and 130 spaces.  There were 2 bus services - one 

to T1/T3 and a separate bus service to T2; buses operated at ten minute intervals 

to all Terminals.  In September there had been 4,100 vehicles using the free drop 

off; the busiest period was between 3.00 – 7.00am. A driver dropping off 

passengers could accompany them to the Terminal and then return to the car park.  

The Airport was currently looking at the option of providing return tickets.  There 

were three bus shelters while waiting for a bus.  For drivers picking up passengers 

the option was to use the Multi Storey car parks.  It was not intended to use Jet 

Parks 1 as pick up as there was insufficient capacity although this may be looked 
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at for the future. 

 Hackney Carriages – the dispute around parking at the T3 forecourt had now been 

resolved and 4 vehicle bays had been allocated for Hackney Carriages at the end 

of the T3 forecourt; with 8 adjacent bays used as a separate ‘holding area’.  

Further consideration was being given to the longer term position as it would not be 

possible to increase the 4 vehicle bays as capacity was needed for passenger 

drop off.  The Airport was engaged with the Hackney Carriage drivers and 

meetings were to be held in the next fortnight.   

Adam Jupp updated on rogue and bogus off-site car parking.  The Airport had limited 

powers but worked closely with the Greater Manchester Police and local authorities.  

Measures taken by the authorities to address rogue and bogus parking included 

enforcement and prosecution; and Police presence to take action against any unlicensed 

or uninsured drivers.  Any car owners who received a Fixed Penalty Notice due to their 

car being illegally parked by a rogue trader would also receive a letter explaining the 

reasons.  A residents’ permit scheme was being considered. Over the summer the 

authorities had undertaken an initiative in Wythenshawe which had resulted in 20 

vehicles being uplifted and 250 tickets issued for illegal parking.  The Airport was looking 

at a scheme whereby commercial off site parking operators could obtain a concession 

card if they met certain standards and obtained accreditation from Trading Standards.  

Any company that misused the MAG logo or name was subject to legal action.  It was not 

possible for the Airport to endorse a specific off site parking company but it could identify 

those who were eligible for a concession card due to their meeting the stated criteria. 

RESOLVED: that the update be received and noted.    

5 THE CHINA DIVIDEND 

The Committee received a presentation from Adam Jupp.  He circulated a report entitled 

‘The China Dividend: Two Years In’.   

In 2016 the first ever direct flight between the north of England and mainland China had 

been launched with Hainan Airlines.  Since then there had been many opportunities and 

benefits to the north of England including increases in exports, investment, tourism and 

student numbers.  The numbers of people travelling between Manchester and Beijing 

had increased by 80% since the launch of the route.  The Manchester to Peking route 

had grown faster than any other route in the UK in operation for more than 12 months.  

The benefits to trade and investment had seen export value from Manchester to China 

grow by 41% and eleven different Chinese investment projects had been converted in the 

2 years since the new routes had been introduced.   

The impact on the visitor economy and universities included: total visits to the north and 
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spend by Chinese tourists had grown more than London and the total of the UK since the 

launch of direct services; the amount spent by Chinese visitors in the north west was 5% 

higher than the national average; the Chinese accounted for 1/5 of global tourism spend 

even though only 9% of the Chinese population had passports; and there had been a 9% 

growth in student numbers in Greater Manchester from China compared with 4% 

nationally.     

RESOLVED: That the update on the China Dividend be received and noted.   

6 COMMUNITY RELATIONS STATISTICAL REPORTING  

Wendy Sinfield, Community Relations Manager, presented the MANTIS reports for July 

and August, and the Complaints Summary for September. The Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) Report 2017/18 was tabled and would be issued on 22nd October. 

The CSR report showed how the Airport strove to be a good neighbour and well 

respected employer; and outlined work in the community; activities for schools; work to 

enhance employment opportunities; environmental initiatives and plans for the future.  

Wendy explained that the Attendance Scheme had now ceased and the focus with 

schools was on literacy including the ‘6 Book Challenge’ which was designed to 

encourage children and adults to read for enjoyment.  The children who completed the 

challenge received a badge, bookmark and certificate and 4,300 children had participated 

so far. 

The total number of Community complaints for July was higher than last year but August 

was lower this year compared to the same time period the previous year.  There had 

been 6 Noise Infringement fines during the period July - August.   

The Airspace Change project would progress in early 2019. 

RESOLVED: that the report be received.        

 

DATE OF NEXT MEETING: Friday 18 January 2019 at 10.00am. 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP held on Friday 7 December 
at Meeting Room 10, 1st Floor, Olympic House, Manchester Airport 

PRESENT: Mr Peter Burns (in the Chair) 
  Cllr Colin Booth 
  Mr Alan Hubbard 
  Mr David Neill 
  Cllr Chris Novak 
  Cllr Steve Parish 
  Cllr Linda Reynolds 

Cllr Bernard Sharp 
  Cllr George Walton  
  Mr Steve Wilkinson 
 
REPRESENTING MANCHESTER AIRPORT PLC:  

Jon Bottomley, Andrew Murray, Wendy Sinfield, Chris Wild 
 

SECRETARIAT:  Mike Flynn, Secretary; Denise French, Assistant Secretary 

ALSO PRESENT Richard Cope, (Bureau Veritas), Vernon Cole, (Cole Jarman Consultancy), and 
Margaret Hopley, Environmental Advisor, Cheshire East Council (CEC) 

APOLOGIES:  Cllr Roy Driver, Cllr James Power, Ms Eleanor Underhill 
David Foote, Manchester Airport and John Mayhew, NATS 

 

1 MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING 

The minutes of the Meeting held on 21 September were considered.   

All matters arising were covered on the agenda. 

RESOLVED:   That the Minutes of the meeting of the Group held on 21 September be 
approved as a correct record.   

 

2 SECTION 106 AGREEMENT 

(a) Richard Cope, Principal Consultant, Acoustics and Vibration Group, Bureau Veritas, gave a brief 
update on the Independent Audit of the S106 Agreement.  This was the 17th year that an independent 
audit had been carried out.  Unfortunately, due to unforeseen circumstances with key Airport staff, the 
required data and information had not been supplied by the Airport and the Review had not yet been 
completed.   

Members were reminded of the background to the S106 Agreement which was part of the planning 
permission for the second runway granted in 1994. The Annual Review ensured obligations within the 
S106 were being met – the obligations were in 3 broad sections: Obligation B - this ensured the noise 
environment resulting from the Airport was no worse than in 1992; Obligation B1 required the means 
of measuring the noise impact in the form of a "suitable noise and track monitoring system" was 
appropriate for the purpose and gave accurate results; and Obligation C1 related to controlling the 
impact of night operations.  The External Audit also reviewed 4 planning conditions relating to noise 
impact being no worse than in 1992. 

Richard explained that in relation to noise during day time the 60dB Laeq 16 hour daytime contour 
area had shown an increase during both 2016 and 2017 and levels were now closer to the 2001 level; 
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the situation at night-time had similarly increased.  Levels were still well within limits. 

In relation to the Noise and Track monitoring system the detection rate for 2017 had been above 99% 
each month with an average detection rate of 99.9%.   

Members reiterated points made at the meeting in June where it was commented that levels being 
based on 1992 information suggested the obligations needed to be more challenging. 

(b) Vernon Cole, Consultant, updated on the World Health Organisation (WHO) Guidelines on Health 
Impacts of Environmental Noise which had been published on 10 October.  In summary, the 
Guidelines recommended that noise from airports should be on average less than 45dB during 
daytime and less than 40dB during nighttime.  WHO recommended that infrastructure changes should 
be introduced where communities would be affected by levels above this recommendation.  The 
recommended aircraft noise levels were lower than for road and rail generated noise, as humans were 
more sensitive to aircraft noise 

WHO had considered various impacts of noise on health including heart disease; sleep impact; 
tinnitus; hearing impairment and had concluded that the controlling adverse health effect was 
annoyance with 10% of the exposed population considering themselves to be highly annoyed by 
aircraft noise.  As part of their investigation, WHO had looked at 12 studies into noise impact carried 
out between 2003 – 2011; a number of the studies were based on data from airports in Asia.   

A study had been carried out in 2014 by the Civil Aviation Authority but this had not been included in 
the WHO analysis.  It had been taken account of by the UK Government and reported in CAP 1506.  
This study found that noise from aircraft had an impact from 54dB with annoyance levels commencing 
around 51dB during the day and 45dB at night.  The benchmark figure for the proportion of the 
affected population reporting high levels of annoyance was set at 7% whereas the WHO benchmark 
was 10% of the population.  The study also found 7% of the affected population reported high levels 
of annoyance at 51dB.  The Department for Transport (DfT) used a formula to assess the percentage 
of the affected population experiencing high levels of annoyance between the range of 42 – 65dB and 
found that 1.2% of the population experienced high annoyance levels at 45dB.   

In relation to night time noise nuisance, the only health impact was to be highly sleep disturbed.  The 
guideline threshold was the point at which 11% of the exposed population considered themselves to 
be highly sleep disturbed.  This was above the WHO benchmark at 3%.  The DfT findings showed 
3.6% of the exposed population were highly annoyed by noise levels of 40dB or above during 
nighttime.  The Guidelines were based on external measurements and did not take into account the 
effectiveness of sound insulation measures which were a positive impact that airports were able to 
undertake.   

Vernon summarised: 
 The WHO Guidelines set out different aircraft noise values from those that underpinned current 

Government Aviation Policy and were very low compared to evidence from other studies; 
 Recent UK studies were not included in the WHO considerations; 
 There was no commentary on the economic benefits of airports and the airline industry; 
 There was no disaggregation of the impact of steady noise levels compared to one off flyovers 

or changes to usual patterns; 
 WHO did not give evidence as to why people were now substantially more sensitive to aircraft 

noise. 
 

In conclusion, Vernon felt the WHO Guidelines could be used to set the direction of travel and develop 
policies that could make improvements to the general quality of life for people impacted by airports.  
However, to meet the Guidelines around noise levels would mean Manchester Airport halving its 
operations which was unrealistic.   
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In discussing the presentation, Members asked whether account was taken that aircraft noise was 
intermittent?  Vernon explained that the CAA study had concluded that people’s response to aircraft 
noise was a better correlation with the Laeq than the previous measure which was ‘Noise and Number 
Index’ therefore Laeq would continue to be used and Laeq did take account of the intermittent nature.  
Members queried whether people who moved closer to an airport were less likely to be impacted by 
noise than those who had noise imposed on them such as resulting from the construction of a new 
airport or additional runway etc.  Wendy Sinfield explained that noise nuisance was a personal matter 
with some being more sensitive to noise than others.  There was sometimes a lack of research into 
the effects of living near an airport. 

Members considered the recommendations in the WHO Report concerning Aircraft noise, as proposed 
by the WHO’s Guideline Development Group (GDG) as follows: 

“For average noise exposure, the GDG strongly recommends reducing noise levels produced by 
aircraft below 45 dB Lden., as aircraft noise above this level is associated with adverse health effects. 
For night noise exposure, the GDG strongly recommends reducing noise levels produced by aircraft 
during night time below 40 dB Lnight., as night-time aircraft noise above this level is associated with 
adverse effects on sleep. To reduce health effects, the GDG strongly recommends that policy-makers 
implement suitable measures to reduce noise exposure from aircraft in the population exposed to 
levels above the guideline values for average and night noise exposure. For specific interventions the 
GDG recommends implementing suitable changes in infrastructure.”   

Members were concerned that the recommendations on noise should be realistic and achievable, 
given that the proposed targets were extremely challenging. It was also the case that some of the 
research was questionable in terms of cover and extent. It was recognised that the recommendations 
were aspirational and provided targets to which Airports should be moving in their noise policies and 
delivery. On this basis it was agreed that the recommendations should be supported and referred to 
the Consultative Committee for consideration and endorsement. The link to the Executive Summary of 
the WHO Report (which included the Recommendations) is WHO Link 

(c) Jon Bottomley presented a report on progress with establishing a strategic partnership between the 
Airport and Cheshire East Council (CEC) the purpose of which was to formalise collective working 
arrangements and form part of the review of the Section 106 Agreement.  Discussions were now 
ongoing between the Airport and CEC.  It was recognised that many of the obligations within the 
S106 had been completed or were no longer applicable.  In addition, there was a much broader area 
of common interest including economic development, community activity and environmental issues.  
These items could form the basis of an updated agreement.  Key issues and common goals had been 
identified and a draft Concordat produced which would be regarded as a formal “Memorandum of 
Understanding” between the Airport and the Council. The key issues focused on economy; transport; 
planning; environment; and community.  There would be formal arrangements guiding liaison 
between CEC and the Airport.  Jon explained that the existing S106 contained obligations to review 
the provisions; he expected any review to be legally binding.  There was no intention to reduce the 
scope of the agreement; much of the existing items were around the construction of the runway and 
were therefore obsolete.  The draft agreement would be presented to TAG for consideration and 
comment early in 2019.   

(d) Margaret Hopley of CEC explained that she had been unable to attend the Environmental Health 
Officers Group (EHOG) in November due to illness but an update would be provided to the next TAG 
meeting. 
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RESOLVED:  That 
(a) The Independent Audit and Review of the S106 Agreement be considered further at 

the next meeting; 
(b) The Consultative Committee be advised that, although the Group is aware of 

concerns regarding the WHO Guidelines as indicated above, the recommendations 
in the report on Aircraft noise (as set out in full above) be commended to the 
Committee for consideration and endorsement; 

(c) The proposed arrangements to develop a Concordat between the Airport and 
Cheshire East Council be supported and a draft revised S106 Agreement be 
presented for consideration and comment to a future meeting; and 

(d) An update on the EHOG be provided to the next meeting of the Group. 
 

3 AERODROME OPERATIONS 

(a) The Group considered a briefing presented by Chris Wild: 

 The numbers for the financial year to date (4th December) were outlined: passengers -
20,962,410; air transport movements – 138,508; 

 There were 13 Mandatory Occurrence Reports (MOR) between the period September – 
November and the details were presented.  There was a culture of increased reporting which 
was a positive development. 

(b) Chris updated on Operation Zenith: 

This initiative had taken place on 21st November and was a demonstration of cooperative and 
uncooperative manned and unmanned aircraft in various scenarios around the airport which was live 
streamed to invited guests in London.  The situations had recreated a rogue drone flying over Styal 
which had caused an aircraft to ‘go round’ prior to the drone being ordered to land at Wilmslow 
Phoenix Sports Club.  The other scenario involved Callen Lenz undertaking survey work for Network 
Rail using a number of drones; following instructions to land this had been achieved successfully.  
The demonstration had worked well and showed how scenarios would be managed in a live 
environment.   

(d) Current airfield projects -  

 MAN-TP works – these included the creation of the new Taxiway Echo; works to construct Pier 
1 were nearing completion; new airbridges had been installed at gates 101 and 103;    

 Ongoing airfield works were presented along with the runway maintenance programme for 
2019.  The maintenance programme would be further developed once slot handback was 
confirmed.   

RESOLVED:  That the report be noted. 
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4 PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT UPDATE AND AIRPORT MODERNISATION 
PROGRAMME 

(a) Andrew Murray updated on Planning and Development: 

 Aviation Policy – the Green Paper had been expected to be considered by the House of 
Commons this month, but parliamentary time was very limited due to the Brexit discussions 
and it was unclear when the Green Paper would now be considered.  Consultation on the 
Greater Manchester Spatial Framework would take place in the new year.   

 Manchester Airport Transformation Programme (MAN-TP) – Phase 1 works were well 
advanced, and Pier 1 would open in April 2019.  Phase 2 was shortly to commence through 
the planning system and would include Pier 2 stub with 2-3 stands.   

 Airport City – the application by the Hut Group for a large HQ office campus would be 
considered by the City Council’s Planning Committee on 13th December.  The timing to deliver 
the foot and cycle ‘green’ bridge was still to be confirmed as it was linked to the delivery of two 
office schemes and a multi storey car park (MSCP).  Work was underway at the Global 
Logistics Hub to construct a Petrol Filling Station and Costa unit.   

 A6 MARR – the road had opened but there were some issues with congestion at traffic lights 
which were being looked at. 

 Car parking – works to construct a MSCP for public use were underway which would include a 
new link road between Hotel Roundabout and Ringway Road; completion was anticipated for 
mid-2020.  Other car park provision was planned to replace lost parking to MAN TP works and 
increased growth.   

 A new VIP terminal on land at Runway Viewing Park was planned.  This was expected to have 
low usage, mostly by football teams. Passengers would undergo all security processes here 
prior to being ferried direct to the aircraft.  
 

Members asked questions or raised issues as below: 

 What were the Airport’s views on the third-party application for a multi storey car park (Heald 
Green House)?  Andrew explained that previous proposals for a car park at the site meant it 
was difficult to object but the Airport would make observations in its safeguarding role. 

 What was the impact of the forecourt changes?  Members felt that delays in baggage 
collection meant increased car parking charges for people waiting in MSCPs to pick up 
passengers.  Andrew explained that congestion across the site had been eased as a result of 
the forecourt changes. The pickup arrangements had not changed as this was always intended 
to be in the MSCPs but there would be changes in the MSCPs as some vehicles were waiting 
for passengers rather than parking in a parking space.  

 What progress had been achieved with amendments to Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) to 
address issues across the site?  Andrew advised that a full suite of parking restrictions had 
been lodged with Manchester City Council which would lead to a complete set of TROs 
covering the whole site and aid Police enforcement.   

 Were traffic marshals enforcing the rules equally for all vehicles as there appeared to be 
situations where private cars were moved on, but commercial minibuses were allowed to wait 
on site roads?  Andrew agreed to investigate. 

 The open-air car park near to Olympic House (T3 Pick Up area) appeared to have a significant 
number of empty car park spaces; could it be made available to Consultative Committee 
members?  Andrew agreed to take this issue back but advised that there was a lot of interest 
in this car park.  

 Why was there no reference to planning matters relating to Trafford MBC?  Andrew explained 
that this was an omission in this case and the Airport had a great deal of contact with Trafford 
Council. 

RESOLVED:  That the update be noted.    
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5 REVIEW OF THE NOISE ACTION PLAN 

In the absence of David Foote, it was agreed that this item be deferred to the next meeting.      

 

6 COMMUNITY RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

(a) Wendy Sinfield presented the MANTIS reports for September and October and the Noise 
Complaints Summary Report for November.  There had been 6 noise infringements over the 
September/October period.  Wendy explained that from January the format of the bulletins would 
change to include track keeping swathe maps within the summary data sheets.  The MANTIS 
bulletins would also be on the Airport website as well as the Consultative Committee section where 
they were part of the agenda pack and therefore not easy to find.  Members supported this approach.  
The full MANTIS bulletin for November would be included with the Consultative Committee agenda 
pack. 

On 5th December an outreach had been held in Comberbach, Cheshire.  This had included a ‘lite’ 
version of the recent ‘Masterclass’ that had been offered to Consultative Committee members.  The 
session had been run by Community Relations staff – Wendy and Jonathan Challis; and Andrew 
Murray from Planning.  It had been well received by the 6 local residents who had attended.  
Members felt the Masterclass approach was a good idea and asked if Community Relations staff 
would be willing to attend Parish Council meetings.  Wendy advised that she was happy to attend 
such meetings subject to clear management of the subject matter.     

(b) The CAA had just published the second edition of CAP1616 Guidance on Changes to Airspace 
Design. The main differences were a revised “Calling In” procedure and any changes to existing track 
keeping routes possibly being defined as airspace change. It was likely that further updates would be 
produced. Copies of the document were available for members to take away with them.     

RESOLVED:  That the Community Relations update be noted.    

 

NEXT MEETING: Friday 8 March at 10.00am. 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE AIRPORT USERS ADVISORY GROUP held on Friday 
30th November 2018 at Meeting Room 10, First Floor, Olympic House, Manchester Airport 

PRESENT: Mrs S Matlow (in the Chair) 

  Mr N Duncan 

  Mrs K Hulme 

Mr K McMahon 

  Cllr E Patel 

  Mr J Thomas 

  Mr R Thompson    

REPRESENTING MANCHESTER AIRPORT PLC                                                   

K Heyes, A Horsfall, C Hughes, A Kelly, S Patel, P Lupton, F Wright 

ALSO PRESENT 

A Knight, UKBF 

SECRETARIAT: 

M F Flynn, Secretary and D J French, Assistant Secretary 

APOLOGIES: 

Cllr J Pantall and Mr K Whitmore 

 

1 MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING 

The Chairman noted that all Matters Arising were covered as individual items on the agenda.   

RESOLVED:  That the Minutes of the meeting of the Group held on 14 September 2018 be 
approved as a correct record.   

 

2 UK BORDER FORCE 

Adam Knight updated on Border Force: 

 E-gate usage – current usage was 60-70% across all Terminals.  A national project was 
underway to drive up usage of e-gates to a targetted level of 80%.  UKBF was working 
with MAG around signage and hosting of e-gates.  There were challenges at peak times 
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when there were lengthy queues for e-gates to decide the point at which to divert 
passengers to staffed desks.  In the near future there would be an increased cohort of 
passengers eligible to use e-gates including those from the USA, Canada, Japan, New 
Zealand and Australia – legislative changes were required and details still needed to be 
addressed such as whether landing cards would be needed.  There were currently 25 
e-gates across all Terminals in Manchester.  There were discussions underway with the 
Transformation Programme team around requirements in the new Terminal.  On Day 1 
there would be 10 e-gates with a phased approach as airlines moved across to the new 
facilities.  At present 25 e-gates was seen as sufficient for the Airport but the spread 
across the Terminals could be better managed.   Relocating e-gates had an impact as 
this would require taking them out of service for a period of time to manage transition to a 
new location.   

 Resources and Operational and Customs activity – there had been a steady increase in 
new officers.  This included Business as Usual (BAU) staff and seasonal staff.  Many 
seasonal staff were transferred from other Government departments including Prison 
Officers, Armed Forces and Children’s Services.  The resource need for the new 
Terminal was still under discussion. A bid had been made for additional resources but a 
decision was not expected until March/April 2019. 

 Queue times and performance – there were challenges around non EU passengers from 
long haul flights.  New changes around allowing additional categories of passengers to 
use e-gates as outlined above, should help with performance times.  September had 
been a busy month and a Student Reception area had been set up.  There would also be 
additional demand over Christmas and New Year with seasonal travellers and  returning 
students.  The SLA was met the majority of the time even if queues appeared lengthy. 

Members raised queries and issues as follows: 

 Members noted that perception was an issue, particularly in T3.  The infrastructure 
meant passengers could not see the end of the queue even though processing would be 
within the SLA.  Adam agreed and lighting improvements were to be made in T3.  Fiona 
Wright referred to the Continuous Improvement Scheme whereby frontline staff 
suggested areas for improvements; in T3 this had included a focus on reject rates. 

 What impact would the changes to passengers eligible to use e-gates have on UKBF 
workload?  Adam explained that airlines may undertake validity checks but how the new 
arrangements would work was still to be confirmed.     

 What new arrangements would be needed post Brexit?  Adam explained that scenario 
planning was underway but the Day 1 position was still unclear.   

 The need to manage queues by taking people out of a long e-gate queue to a staffed 
desk was understood but this then had a negative impact on statistics for e-gate usage.   
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 Members asked if notification could be provided to passengers when queueing giving an 
indication of how long the queue was from set points?  Adam agreed that passengers 
would find this helpful but it was important to give accurate information and for staffed 
desks there were a number of variables including how many desks were open. 

RESOLVED: That the update from Adam Knight be noted. 

 

3 CUSTOMER BOARD 

Fiona Wright, Customer Services and Security Director, updated on the work of the Customer 
Board.   

A MAG wide approach was underway with a Group set up under the Chairmanship of Brad 
Miller from Stansted Airport, to look at how to improve customer service.  The Group was to 
agree what were the minimum customer service levels, including defining the minimum 
standards at every stage of the customer journey.   

One decision had been to redefine customer experience as “guest experience” to reflect a focus 
on all categories of customer including passengers, airlines and all the staff from different 
organisations working across the airport site.  The approach was meant to encourage airport 
staff to treat people as though they were guests in their own home.   

In the short term, Manchester was looking at introducing the Top Ten improvements which were 
based on various sources of feedback and had been outlined in detail at the Consultative 
Committee in October.  These included: 

 Wayfinding – especially landside as there was confusion over finding the way around the 
road network, and taking into account redevelopment and transition works; 

 Ease of access – including entry via the car park barriers; 

 Bus/transfer times – provision of real time information around when the next bus was due 
and reducing waiting times; 

 End to End security – there had been improvements in waiting times but there were still 
issues around friendliness and engagement of staff.  Measures were being undertaken 
to address this by earlier consideration of staff rosters and improvements to the contract 
arrangements which should lead to improved levels of satisfaction among staff with 
reduced levels of sickness and staff turnover; 

 Comfort – the International Departure Lounge in T3 was congested; the airport was 
looking at how to balance comfort with congestion as additional seating increased comfort 
but could add to congestion.  Initiatives included moving seating in the Gate 51 area to 
reduce congestion; and a 12 week programme of improvements in T1B Security to 
ensure passengers were in the correct security area; 
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 Cleanliness – there had been an overall improvement in the performance by MITIE.  
Although passenger voumes had reduced during the winter season the airport now had 
better engagement with MITIE who had introduced an improved management structure 
and increased level of resources.  There were also challenges with seasonal luggage 
such as ski equipment.   

Members raised queries and issues as follows: 

 Reference was made to an earlier presentation when members were told that 
“Ambassadors” would be visible in pink hi vis vests; were these now in place as 
there appeared to be a lack of visibility or awareness in T1 when a member had 
asked staff about Ambassadors?  Fiona explained that pink hi vis was used when 
congestion was heavy.  The role was carried out by Customer Service Advisors 
who were identified by their uniform of black jackets and pink scarves; they were 
located at fixed points (Information Desks) and also roaming. Members suggested 
greater visibility of CSAs was needed, with either more use of hi vis vests or a pink 
sash.  Fiona explained that a uniform review was underway.   

 Walkways appeared not to have been working for a period of weeks?  Should a 
notice be placed on walkways when not working to apologise and explain that it was 
currently out of action?  Fiona explained that walkways had been installed over 20 
years ago and there was difficulty in getting parts.   If the emergency stop button 
was used it was difficult to identify which walkway was no longer operational and it 
had to be manually turned back on.   

 What measures were in place to ensure the airport was a good employer?  Was 
there a preferred model of contract?  Fiona explained that there were core staff and 
staff who worked annualised hours; the majority were on core contracts – set hours 
each week.  Employee surveys were carried out.  There was a VIP staff reward 
scheme and an award ceremony had been held at the Midland Hotel, Manchester.  
There were also welfare services – ‘Benefits Me’ - with various staff subsidies.   

 Members raised concern around the change in terminology from passenger or 
customer to “guest”.  Members felt that people who were paying for a service or 
waiting in a queue would not feel that they were a “guest”.  It was suggested this 
approach could be self-defeating.  Members perception of what was meant by the 
word “guest” was much different to the airport’s view.  Fiona explained that the 
approach was aimed at creating a mindshift in how staff dealt with customers and 
adopting a more welcoming approach.  It was not an outward facing approach but 
more about training and culture.  The strategy was still being developed but she felt 
it useful to bring to the Group at an early stage. Fiona would feedback on the 
Group’s views and would report back on the outcome to a future meeting within the 
full context of the strategy.   

 How did the airport manage delays and issues arising from Network Rail?  If rail 
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disruption or strike action was taking place this would be communicated by the 
Airport via social media. The Airport also “fast tracked” delayed passengers and the 
Special Assistance Team were working to improve information at the Ground 
Transport Interchange. 

 Members who had attended the recent walkabout at T3 had felt it was a postive 
experience although it was noted it had taken place during a quiet time of day.  It 
had been suggested that the next walkabout be arranged during a busier time of 
day. A report on the outcomes had been circulated and members noted that the 
majority of the action points had been addressed. 

RESOLVED: That 

(a) The update on the work of the Customer Board be received and noted; and 

(b) A further update on the specific initiative around customer service improvements 
including the change of terminology to “guests” rather than “customers” be made to the 
next meeting. 

 

4 REPORT OF THE CUSTOMER SERVICES DIRECTOR 

The Group considered the report of Fiona Wright, Director of Customer Services and Security: 

(a) PRM issues – Ashley Horsfall updated on current issues.   

 October Service Level Agreement – figures for October were presented.  The target 
around PRMs being at the boarding gate in time showed 81.05% performance against a 
target of 100%; Ashley explained that this was being checked to ensure it was accurate 
and not data error.   

 Pre-notification levels showed an average 67.38% pre notification across all months 
August – October. 

 New flight routes were having an impact on PRM levels with a recent flight to Mumbai 
having 77 PRMs on one outbound flight.  There was also expected to be a high number 
of PRMs on the new flights to Addis Ababa.  Additional OCS staff would be needed to 
manage such flights and generally to improve resilience. It was noted that 10 new 
Customer Care Agents and an additional 4 Ambi Lift drivers had been recruited by OCS. 

 CAA – representatives of the Civil Aviation Authority were visiting the airport today to 
update on Special Assistance issues and performance.   

 Missed flights – there had been 4 PRMs who had missed flights during the reporting 
period.  Of these, 3 were due to OCS failure.  Members queried whether the IT system 
was adequate and hoped the new tender would ensure a fit for purpose system.  It was 
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noted that around 4,000 PRM passengers per year across 3 Terminals meant a good 
system was essential.  Members also reiterated the request for the Airport to provide 
compensation to PRM passengers who missed flights due to OCS failures. The numbers 
of people affected were small but the impact on individuals was very upsetting and it was 
felt a small amount of financial compensation should be given.  Fiona and Ashley 
acknowledged this previously stated view from the Group; they added that support was 
provided, refreshments and accommodation were offered and flights re-booked as 
necessary. However, the Airport’s policy not to offer financial compensation in addition 
remained in place and there was no intention to change the position on this matter at the 
moment.   

 New signage had been installed to show locations of meeting points in T1 airside. 

 (b) NPS scores – Chris Hughes updated:   

The NPS questionnaire had been circulated.  It was noted that the missing questions 
related to personal details about the passenger rather than finding out about their 
experience.  This form was emailed to passengers.  Data from this online form was 
presented and showed poor performance against targets in every category for T1 and T3 
although scores for T2 were good in many categories.  The scores for the new airport 
version of NPS were also presented.  This included additional information on shopping, 
Food and Beverage, and WiFi experience.  T2 scores showed good performance in 
relation to cleanliness, toilet facilities, wayfinding and courtesy of Check In staff.  Areas 
scoring poorly included business customers satisfaction, Wifi, ease of arriving at the 
airport for T3 customers and T3 waiting time at security.  The new airport NPS survey 
was carried out in the Terminal and around 700 questionnaires per month were being 
completed.  This was a higher response rate than many other airports.  Other feedback 
methods introduced were “Feedback Now” buttons across the site which passengers 
could press to give immediate feedback; 242,439 pieces of feedback had been given 
between 12th (when the system went live) and 31st October.  This was facilitated digitally 
and enabled a targetted and immediate response to be made if a number of red buttons 
were being pressed in one area.  The in-Terminal survey was carried out by an 
independent Market Research team who surveyed throughout the day to ensure 
feedback from different passenger groups.  Members asked if all sources of feedback 
were about similar issues which Chris confirmed was the case.  

Both the on line NPS and the Terminal Survey had just been updated to include more 
topic areas, and Chris agreed to forward the new versions to the Chairman for circulation 
to members following the meeting.    

(c) Maximum wait times over summer period – Fiona outlined maximum wait times in 
security per month per Terminal.  The information was not to be made publically 
available.  The wait times were measured using GSS (Generic Service Standards) which 
the airport met.  Despite meeting targets the airport was aware that they were not 
meeting customer expectations, hence the initiatives to be taken under the Customer 
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Board targets for improvement. 

(d) Customer Contact and Feedback – Smit Patel updated:  an “IVR” automated phone 
message system had been introduced which answered many queries and had resulted in 
a decrease in telephone enquiries.  Members queried the opening hours of the contact 
centre and felt that opening hours of 9.00 – 6.00 pm Monday to Friday and 9.00 – 3.00 
pm on Saturdays & Sundays should be extended in line with passenger demand at busy 
times. It was also suggested that Customer Service Agents needed to be visible 
particularly when flights were delayed; to provide information and assistance.  Members 
felt that even if an issue was not the airport’s fault it was still seen as an airport problem.   

Members emphasised the need for an Airline representative to attend meetings of the 
Group.  The Secretary confirmed that the AOC representative had been advised that he 
could send a substitute if unable to attend meetings and agreed to send another 
reminder.   

Smit indicated that live chat had been introduced which enabled Agents to have a number 
of discussions with customers online at the same time.     

A significant number of complaints had been received regarding Drop Off arrangements 
and charges, as shown in the feedback tables for August - October. 

Members asked why services for PRMs had been changed to refer to Special Assistance 
and it was suggested that the term ‘special’ was not popular among people with 
disabilities.  Smit explained that this reflected a recognition of hidden disabilities.  
Members asked about arrangements for forecourt drop off for Blue Badge holders which 
was intended to be free of charge.  Smit explained that new and improved  
arrangements were to be introduced very soon whereby Traffic Marshals would have a 
tablet to override charging.  Each intercom included a camera.  Smit suggested a visit to 
the Control Room would be of interest to the Group. 

A breakdown of damage to Meet and Greet vehicles was presented.  In the period 
August – October there had been 517 damage claims of which 255 were not attributable 
to the airport.  In August there had been 3000 vehicle movements per day.  There were 
more cases of damage to vehicles stored at car parks where the surface was not 
tarmacked.   

RESOLVED: that  

(a)  the report of the Customer Services and Security Director be received and noted; and 

(b)  information be provided to the next meeting about opening times of Customer Contact 
Centres at other airports including Heathrow, Gatwick and Luton. 
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5 CLEANLINESS 

Karla Heyes updated: she explained that she was now in charge of the contract with MITIE 
who provided facilities management services across all Terminal; 

(a) Passenger numbers – for 2017 the total passenger numbers was 27.791m; 

(b) NPS scores – scores for cleanliness in Departures and Arrivals were below target for all 
Terminals apart from T2 which scored at or above target up until June 2018.  It was 
noted that NPS targets had been lowered in both July 2017 and April 2018 which made 
them more achievable; 

(c) Q Audit – this was a new internal scoring system.  Each Terminal was split between a 
landside and airside zone and was scored by a group comprising Karla, Andrew Kelly, the 
MITIE Duty Manager and a MITIE colleague.  The pass rate was set at 85% to be a 
challenging target.  In February every zone in every terminal had failed.  Since August 
the majority of zones had passed.  This was seen as due to a number of reasons: 

 30 new colleagues including full and part time staff; 

 Innovations such as improved cleaning products and better equipment; 

 Improved welfare of MITIE colleagues including training, support and welfare 
facilities such as access to the on site Credit Union; 

 ‘Feedback Now’ buttons – as outlined above.   

RESOLVED : that the update on Cleanliness be received and noted. 

 

6 UPDATE ON OUTSTANDING ISSUES FROM PREVIOUS WALKABOUTS 

The Group received the update on the Walkabout to T3 on 15th November.  The walkabout had 
been positive but it was noted that it was held during a quiet period in the Terminal.   

In relation to items raised at previous walkabouts, Smit agreed to walk round areas identified in 
T1 to see if matters raised had now been addressed.   

For future meetings, the spreadsheet format would be used and updated each time.   

RESOLVED:  That the update be noted and future feedback on walkabouts be on the 
spreadsheet format. 

 

NEXT MEETING: Friday 1 March at 10.00am. 
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User Adv Group 

Tameside 
Metropolitan Borough 
Council  

Councillor B Fairfoull 
bill.fairfoull@tameside.gov.uk 
Councillor Y Cartey 

Community Trust Fund 
 
Substitute Member 

Warrington Borough 
Council  

Councillor S Parish 
sparish@warrington.gov.uk 

Tech Adv Group  

North West Region 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

Mr J Thomas 
j.g.thomas12@btinternet.com 

User Adv Group (Vice 
Chairman) 

North West Region of 
CBI 

Mr R Thompson 
rob.thompson@addleshawgoddard.com 

User Adv Group 

Airline Operators 
Committee 

Mr G Tennant 
gtennant@etihad.ae 

User Adv Group 

Airport Employees Mr A Ashton 
andrew.ashton@magairports.com 
 

User Adv Group 



Scheduling 
Committee 

Mr D Neill 
david.neill@jet2.com 

Tech Adv Group 

Association of British 
Travel Agents 

Ms K Hulme 
kristina@travelbydesigngroup.com 

User Adv Group 

Heald Green and Long 
Land Ratepayers 
Association 

Mr P Burns 
peterind@aol.com 
Mr C Walsh 

Tech Adv Group 
(Chairman) 
Substitute Member 

Wythenshawe 
Community Housing 
Group 

Ms W Casey 
Post only  

User Adv Group 

Knutsford Town 
Council 

Councillor J Power 
james.power@knutsfordtowncouncil.gov.uk 
Councillor J Goodrich 

Tech Adv Group 
 
Substitute Member 

Mobberley Parish 
Council 

Councillor C Booth 
c.booth528@btinternet.com 
Councillor D Swan 

Tech Adv Group 
 
Substitute Member 

Styal Parish Council Councillor C Novak 
chris@id-fs.co.uk 
Councillor R Dixon 

Tech Adv Group 
 
Substitute Member 

Mere Parish Council Councillor L Reynolds 
l.reynolds555@btinternet.com 
Councillor D Walker 

Tech Adv Group 
 
Substitute Member 

Passenger 
Representative 

Mrs S Matlow 
(Vice Chairman) 
sandra@matlow.co.uk 

User Adv Group 
(Chairman) 
Tech Adv Group (Ex 
Officio) 

Disability Stockport Mr K McMahon 
mcmahon.kieran@gmail.com 

User Adv Group 

WHICH? Mr N Duncan 
neville.duncan46@gmail.com 

User Adv Group 

National Trust Ms E Underhill 
eleanor.underhill@nationaltrust.org.uk 
Mr A Hubbard 
aandchubbard@hotmail.com 
all TAG papers   

Tech Adv Group 
 
Substitute Member 

 
SUMMARY  
 

TOTAL = 32 

Chairman = 1 Local Authority Reps = 15 
Airport Users/Reps = 10 
Town and Parish 
Councils = 4 

Community Reps = 2 
 

 
December 2018 
 
In addition: 
 
MACC – Nick Kelly and Margaret Hopley of CEC 
Nick.kelly@cheshireeast.gov.uk 
Margaret.hopley@cheshireeast.gov.uk 
 
TAG – John Mayhew, Andrew Murray, David Foote, Margaret Hopley and Nick Kelly 
 
UAG – Smit Patel 
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MANCHESTER AIRPORT 
 

Manchester Airport Consultative Committee 
 

18 JANUARY 2019 
 

REPORT OF THE CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This paper highlights major issues affecting the business, updates members on the current level of 
Airport activity and measures being taken to improve service delivery. 

 
 
2. POLICY MATTERS  

 

MAG half year results 
In December MAG reported interim results for the six months to 30th September 2018. Passenger 
numbers have increased by 3.8% year-on-year to 35.7m driven by strong growth at London Stansted 
Airport and robust performance at Manchester Airport; where we successfully backfilled the capacity 
previously operated by Monarch. Revenue increased 8.3% to £508.5m with the Group contributing 
£7.8bn of economic value for UK PLC -a 9.9% increase on the previous year. 
 
Aviation Strategy 
On 17th December the Government published its, long-awaited, Green Paper on Aviation Strategy 
called ‘Aviation 2050: The Future of UK Aviation’. The consultation document recognises that the UK 
has the largest aviation network in Europe and the third largest in world. It noted that aviation directly 
contributes at least £22bn to the economy and supports around half a million jobs. The Paper reiterated 
that the Government supports the growth of aviation and the benefits this would deliver, provided, that 
growth takes place in a sustainable way, with actions to mitigate the environmental impacts. In the 
paper Manchester Airport is recognised as a “national airport” with influence “well beyond” its local 
catchment area. The Strategy is open for public consultation for 16 weeks until April 2019.  
 

The Strategy includes a new aviation passenger charter to improve the flying experience, including 
measures to support passengers with disabilities and other needs. Through a partnership between 
industry and Government, the charter aims to promote best practice and create a shared agreement of 
the required service levels for passengers, ensuring improvements are felt throughout the journey. 
 

The Strategy also includes objectives around supporting growth while tackling environmental impacts, 
including carbon targets, the creation of a noise policy framework, a new air quality management plan 
and a review of sound insulation grant schemes and community funds.  
 

Another objective to note is airspace modernisation. Describing a compelling case for modernising 
airspace, the Government intend to introduce new supporting policy and national governance 
arrangements.  
 

We will provide a full briefing for Members at the meeting. 
 
Brexit  
Please note this is written pre the ‘meaningful vote’ on Tuesday 15th January.  
We have always been clear that the best result for the aviation industry would be a deal which preserves 
the liberal flying freedoms and competitive approach to the aviation market that has driven connectivity 
and economic growth, across the continent, over the last two decades. We welcome the publication of 
technical notices from both the UK and the EU which have set out a clear and positive commitment to 
allowing airlines continued access between the UK and the EU, even in a ‘no deal’ scenario.  
 

There have been several announcements, relating to Brexit, that are of interest to our business: 
 The Government published an Immigration White Paper. 
 The Government reached an agreement to remain in the Common Transit Convention (CTC) which 

will ensure simplified cross-border trade for UK businesses exporting their goods. 
 The European Commission published a ‘no deal’ contingency action plan. 
 Two of the biggest markets for the UK outside of the EU – the USA and Canada – have concluded 

talks with the UK, allowing for like-for-like aviation access to that we have today. 
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 The Home Secretary announced that Singapore and South Korea will be added to the list of 
countries, whose eligible citizens, will be able to use ePassport gates to enter the UK from summer 
2019. This builds on those set out in the Budget; which will allow nationals from the USA, Canada, 
New Zealand, Australia and Japan to use ePassport gates. 

 
India launch  
To mark the commencement, by Jet Airways, of services to Mumbai, senior figures from across the 
North and from a range of key sectors, that will benefit from the route (business, public sector, tourism, 
universities), attended the ‘launch’ event on 5th November. Speeches were delivered by Chief Executive 
Officer Andrew Cowan, the Indian Consul General and a representative from the airline. The Aviation 
Minister Baroness Sugg also attended, and during her speech, the Minister made positive reference to 
our role in the economy. The Minister described Manchester as the ‘UK’s global gateway in the North’ 
and reiterated Government policy around making best use of spare capacity. There was widespread 
media coverage of the launch, including in major regional titles in key Northern cities and broadcast 
features on both the BBC and ITV.  
 

Following the launch of direct flights, a Northern Powerhouse trade mission flew out to India in 
December. Andrew Cowan spoke at the opening of the India-UK FutureTech Festival at the British High 
Commissioner’s residence in New Delhi. With hundreds of businesses in attendance this event provided 
a key opportunity to promote the region and the direct connectivity. The activity emphasised the role 
Manchester Airport is playing in connecting the UK to India, which is its seventh largest trade partner 
in goods outside of Europe and third largest exporter of services to the UK. 
 
Ethiopian launch 
A range of senior figures from across the North attended the launch of Ethiopian Airlines service to 
Addis Ababa on 11th December. The Prime Minister’s trade envoy to Ethiopia, Jeremy Lefroy MP, spoke 
about the role of Manchester Airport for the whole of the North, the Midlands and Scotland, and the 
importance of the direct link to Africa. 
 
Local Planning Policy  
The consultation on the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework is now expected in 2019; to enable the 
draft Spatial Framework to include revised housing forecasts. 
 

Manchester Airport responded to Cheshire East Borough Councils consultation on a draft ‘Site 
Allocations and Development Management Plan’. Although, generally supportive, our comments 
suggested a greater clarity regarding the protection of potential new development from existing sources 
of noise, along with observations on the Airport Operational Area policy in Cheshire East. 
 
Greater Manchester Local Industrial Strategy 
Manchester Airport responded to the initial consultation relating to the Greater Manchester Industrial 
Strategy (GMIS). The Strategy is focussed on making the city region’s key sectors internationally 
competitive, with global connectivity key to that. 
 
 

3. AWARDS 
 

Manchester Airport PR team won big at annual CIPR awards 
The Public Relations team won four awards at this year’s Chartered Institute of Public Relations (CIPR) 
Awards. They took home the Gold Awards in the Transport and Automotive Campaign and the Best 
Integrated Campaign categories, and the Silver Awards in the Travel, Tourism and Leisure Campaign. 
The awards were attended by the region’s best PR companies with strong competition in all the 
categories. We were the biggest winner on the night winning the most awards.  
 
Business in the Community (BiTC) CommunityMark 
In December Business in the Community (BiTC) confirmed that Manchester Airport has been awarded 
the CommunityMark for a third time. The CommunityMark recognises businesses that have an 
integrated and strategic approach to community investment and are making a measurable difference 
to communities through their programmes; it is the industry standard of excellence in this area. 
 

The assessors were very impressed by our work and by the commitment that we have demonstrated. 
They said that our application was ‘outstanding’ and that we are ‘living our community values’. We will 
be receiving a full report in the New Year. I am grateful for the hard work of everyone in delivering this 
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award, especially those that support in delivering our community events and of course to the Community 
Relations Team who have worked hard every day for the last three years to achieve this wonderful 
result. 
 

 
4. A6 TO MANCHESTER AIRPORT RELIEF ROAD 

 

The new A6 to Manchester Airport Relief Road (MARR) opened to traffic on Monday 15th October with 
the Transport Secretary, Chris Grayling, officially opening the road on Thursday 15th November on a 
visit to the Airport. The new road has significantly improved access to/from the east of the Airport for 
passengers and colleagues and we have seen the journey times halved for the buses serving JetParks 
Ringway, JetParks 3 and Staff East.  
 

There are outstanding ‘snagging issues’; these mostly relate to signage and road markings. We have 
highlighted our concerns to Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council; as lead client for the road to take 
up with the contractor. 
 
 

5. EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS 
 

We have continued activities to celebrate Manchester Airports 80th birthday, emphasising the benefits 
to the region of our business and our positive vision for the future.  
 
Birthday parties 
In November we hosted our final ‘80th Birthday themed’ events for over 65s; a series of Autumn Leaves 
lunches for over 300 Woodhouse Park residents. Entertainment was by provided by local Woodhouse 
Park Primary Schools (St Anthony’s and the Willows) and the Airport Choir. Forty-Three Airport 
colleagues and three students from Manchester College served a three-course meal at the Woodhouse 
Park Lifestyle Centre.  
 
‘Leaving a legacy’ Schemes: 
 Last quarter I reported that we would be making available 80 oak trees (oak being the symbol of 

an 80-year anniversary) to mark our eightieth birthday. Through November and December oak 
trees have been collected, by environmental and community organisations from across the 
northwest, and then planted. We have also made available time capsules, and many have been 
buried with the oak trees; with significant care taken to select items that reflect the age we live in.  

 On Tuesday 9th October we celebrated the Launch of Manchester City Council / Literacy Trust’s 
‘Take 10 initiative’ at Haveley Hey Primary School. Sixteen colleagues from across the business 
read our eighteenth birthday children’s book, “Reach For The Sky” to classes of children, to 
encourage them to read for 10 minutes every day. Before leaving, all 457 pupils received a copy 
of our book to take home. We had a great response on social media, including a tweet from MP 
Mike Kane. Thousands of copies of the book, written by our Community Relations Manager Wendy 
Sinfield, have now been delivered to Primary Schools across the north. In most cases books have 
been delivered by colleagues to Schools local to them. We have taken the opportunity to invite 
these Schools to participate in our six-book challenge, creative writing initiative and keep us 
updated with their progress on social media using #reachforthesky.  
 

 
6. MANCHESTER TRANSFORMATION 

 

The countdown is on with just under 12 weeks remaining until the opening of our new Pier and Multi-
Storey Carpark. The 216m Pier, which will open on 1st April 2019, will have a combination of dedicated 
narrow-bodied stands for smaller aircraft, and some ‘Multi Choice Arrangement’ stands which can either 
take three narrow-bodied aircraft or two wide-bodied (larger) aircraft. These stands provide maximum 
flexibility and ensure the airport makes the best use of the space available. 
 

To ensure the seamless opening of the new facilities, systems and processes we are currently 
undertaking ORAT (Operations readiness, activation and transition) activity. ORAT is best practice 
worldwide and ensures that the people are trained and familiarised correctly on new processes and 
systems ahead of opening. 
 

Works on the multi-storey car park are now focussed on installation of the final utilities (to make it all 
work), internal finishes, façade works and construction of the external ramps 
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The installation of the Car Park/Terminal 2 link bridge has been completed and the Car park remains 
on target for completion on the 17th March.   
 

In the Terminal extension, roofing and façade works are progressing well; with work on the ‘Vertical 
Circulation Core’ commencing in January 2019.   

 
 

7. OPERATIONAL DATA 
 

On Time Performance (OTP)  
On Time Performance (OTP), by departing aircraft, is determined by many factors; these may be airline, 
weather, airport related, en-route or from the destination airport. On a month by month basis 
performance was as follows: 
 October -On time performance for all flights was 77.4% and 87.1% for first wave. 
 November -On time performance for all flights was 82.7% and 88.7% for first wave. 
 December -On time performance for all flights was 71.1% and 83.1% for first wave. 
 

Airport ‘On Time Performance’ is a measure against factors that are solely within our control (such as 
movement around the airfield). On a month by month basis performance was: 

 October -98.0%  November -98.1%  December -97.1% 
Performance in the 2018/2019 Financial Year (April-December 2018) was 97.5% On Time. 
 
Passenger numbers 
As indicated in the ‘Traffic Statistics’ summaries, at the end of this report, our passenger numbers have 
continued to grow. At the end of December, the rolling annual total of passengers topped 28 million. 
Numbers were bolstered by the October half term, with many families getting away for an autumn break 
and 2.5 million people flying through in October. 
 
 

8. SUFACE ACCESS 
 

Actions to tackle anti-social parking 
We are aware of concerns in surrounding communities about so-called “fly parking.” There are several 
sources of this: 
 “Rogue” meet and greet companies -promising secure storage, but leaving vehicles discarded in 

residential streets and pub car parks while customers are away.  
 Private Hire cars waiting in lay-bys and residential streets; often engaging in anti-social behaviour 

such as littering and noise and taking up spaces intended for local people. 
 Small numbers of staff working at the Airport (non-MAG) who park and walk to the campus.  
 

There is no single solution, but we are engaged with Manchester City Council, local people and 
Members, representing affected Wards, on a range of measures to address the issues: 
 A project that it is anticipated will have a significant impact on the issues experienced by local people 

is the provision of a ‘Private Hire waiting area’. We are aware that many Private Hire cars, from 
across our catchment, will drop-off at the Airport and then wait for a period until their next pick-up. 
To prevent these vehicles parking on residential streets and other areas of concern (e.g. next to 
nurseries), we have identified a site just off the M56, next to the free drop-off zone for passengers, 
to provide a parking area. There is provision for up to 50 Private Hire cars to wait at any one time 
and we will be liaising with the ‘trade’ on an ongoing basis to discuss how the site is working and 
how the provision evolves over time. The site was “soft launched” in December and we are working 
with Manchester City Council, and communities, to communicate this provision to the drivers that 
are causing concern.  By encouraging Private Hire cars to use the site it is hoped there will be a 
significant reduction in the number of vehicles causing disturbance to those living close by. 

 In relation to the discarding of meet and greet vehicles, we supported a Summer “blitz” carried out 
by Manchester City Council, which targeted vehicles parked illegally. We are working, with our 
partners, towards a “buy with confidence” scheme, which will guide customers to make informed 
choices about the company they choose to leave their vehicle with. We will be able to offer 
discounted rates for drop-off and pick-up to operators that have key industry accreditations. 

 In terms of the small number of workers who have been parking on residential streets, we have 
written to all third-party companies, reiterating our commitment to be a good neighbour and 
encouraging their workforce to use the parking provided to them on site. Third party firms that do not 
have a parking arrangement on site, have been reminded of the need to respect surrounding 
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communities. We have recently worked with TfGM to launch a free shuttle service for people living 
in the local area who work on the campus (see ‘Staff Travel’ item below). 

 

Beyond the measures outlined above, we are engaged in conversations around longer-term solutions. 
We are committed to ensuring our growth enhances, rather than detracts, from the quality of life of 
those living nearby. Longer-term solutions, such as expanded residents’ parking schemes, will need to 
be consulted on and take account of the positive impact other interventions have had in the meantime. 
 
Forecourt Management 
Forecourt management has now been in place for six-months and, as a result, congestion has 
significantly reduced across the site. The free drop-off area continues to work well, and we are 
monitoring use patterns to make improvements. We encourage any passengers to make use of this 
free site if they do not want to pay to access the forecourts. 
 

Our improvement plan for ‘pick-up’ is now complete; we have made changes to the pay stations, internal 
car park markings and to the signage (for vehicles and pedestrians) in and around the arrivals car parks 
across the site. The process is now much simpler/easier and is working well.  
 
Wayfinding 
Wayfinding has been an area of Customer comment on Net Promoter Score Surveys. During the 
months of October/November the Landside Operation and MAN-TP teams carried out ‘start to end’ 
customer experience exercises, to understand the various customer journeys. Infrastructure 
improvements have been proposed to Stockport Metropolitan Borough and Manchester City Councils, 
to improve navigation to our Car Parking products. A ‘candidate form’ has been submitted for site wide 
wayfinding improvement and a ‘future proof strategy’. Digital improvements have included dedicated 
post codes, to cater for the large proportion of our customer, who prefer a digital and self-serve 
approach. Customer feedback will be monitored through weekly meetings, to evidence the impact of 
these improvements and allow continuous improvement. 
 
Car Parks 
 Terminal 1 Arrivals (surface) Car Park temporarily relocated to the west of the T1 Meet & Greet 

area in November. This temporary relocation will allow the creation of two new levels, on the arrivals 
car park, with additional entrances and exits; creating 270 new spaces. The new Car Park will open 
in time for our 2019 summer season in April. 

 Terminal 1/3 Long Stay Car Park closed to the public in October to allow construction of a new 
7,000+ space Multi-Storey Car Park, known as A2/A3, on the site. Construction will incorporate a 
new link road between the Hotel Roundabout and Ringway Road with completion anticipated April 
2020. 

 Terminal 1/3 Mid-Stay will be restricted in January/February as the ‘decking’ is extended west in 
to the colleague parking area. These changes will provide around 300 additional spaces for 
summer 2019. 

 
Rail 
The Transport Select Committee has published a report on the summer 2018 rail timetable changes. 
They made several recommendations; such as the need to improve provision for disabled passengers 
during disruption, the introduction of automated compensation schemes and to ensure sufficient time 
in future planned changes for public consultation. 
 

New timetables came into operation on Sunday 9th December. The first few weeks of operation showed 
a marked improvement by both TransPennine Express and Northern Rail; compared with their 
performance from May to November. The rollout of new trains is expected shortly which will offer 
increased capacity on some routes to the Airport. 
 
HS2/Northern Powerhouse Rail (NPR) 
We responded to the HS2 draft consultation (which closed on 21st December). Further work is required 
to develop the final environmental statement. This will accompany the hybrid bill submission in 2020 
(dependent upon external factors). 
 

The Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC) for NPR was expected to be submitted to Government 
and published on the 6th December after sign-off by the TfN board. However, this did not go ahead and 
is instead expected to be signed off at the February 2019 board. 
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Bus and Coach 
National Express have deferred the introduction of their additional services until February. We expect 
the revised timetable to offer more services than originally expected on the routes from Birmingham, 
Liverpool and Sheffield. This will include some early morning services to enable passengers to catch 
the “first wave” of flights. Patronage of National Express services to/from the Airport has markedly 
increased on some routes during 2018 (compared to 2017). 
 

We are working with Stagecoach to develop an improved service offering for the Airport. We expect 
this to include local Stagecoach Manchester and their Megabus branded long-distance coach services.  
 

We will provide an update on the changes to National Express and Stagecoach services at the April 
Consultative Committee meeting. 
Ground Transport Interchange (GTI) 
We are progressing with ‘Package B’ of the proposed development of the Ground Transport 
Interchange, as described to Members at previous meetings. Changes will include improved provision 
of information and the ticketing outlets within the current building. We have established a strong project 
team comprising of members from our principal transport providers (TfGM, TransPennine Express and 
National Express) and our colleagues. 
 
Staff Travel 
During November and December, we undertook a sitewide staff travel to work survey encompassing 
all businesses rather than just MAG colleagues. Mott MacDonald were appointed to carry out the survey 
and they will be preparing a report at the end of January detailing the results. More than 2,400 surveys 
were completed (slightly more than 10% of the workforce). Mott MacDonald will write a travel plan; 
which will encompass both the existing campus and Airport City North. This travel plan will be used to 
guide staff travel options and planning for future transport links. 
 

The various staff travel discounts have now been loaded on to our new Airport Community app which 
means that staff can now find details more easily. We continue to work on developing new discounts. 
 

We are about to launch a new demand responsive transport service for staff. This pilot will run for three-
months and will be a free service for staff living in the Altrincham and Wythenshawe areas. There will 
be two 16-seater vehicles available – staff can book their travel using a mobile app. This is a joint 
venture between TfGM and MAG, with funding provided by Innovate (part of the Science Research 
Councils). 

 
 

9. OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT – ROUTES AND SERVICES UPDATE 
 

 El AL, the Israeli Flag Carrier, have announced the launch of a new Tel Aviv service to commence 
summer 2019. The operation will be three-times weekly using a Boeing 737-800. The service will 
add important connectivity to Tel Aviv and compete with easyJet on the route. 

 Scandinavian Air Systems (SAS) will add Aarhus (Denmark) to their Manchester network from 
summer 2019. The carrier will operate four-times a week with a Bombardier CRJ-900. 

 Jet Airways commenced their four-times a week service to Mumbai on Monday 5th November 
2018; Airbus A330-200. The carrier is satisfied with the early performance of the service. Whilst 
the service settles in, we will focus on making sure that the operation works well and then pursue 
conversations around the possibility of securing a daily operation. 

 Ethiopian Airlines commenced their four-times a week service to Addis Ababa on Tuesday 11th 
December 2018; Boeing 787-800. Like Jet Airways, Ethiopian have seen a strong start to their 
operation at Manchester with good load factors and strong forward sales. Such a positive response 
from the market will encourage the airline to look to increase capacity over the coming seasons. 

 British Airways ‘shuttle service’ to Heathrow will reduce from eight daily flights to six from summer 
2019.  We will work with the airline to encourage larger aircraft on the remaining flights to minimise 
the loss of capacity. 

 Loganair have confirmed their plans to build on seasonal routes to Kirkwall, Sumburgh and 
Stornoway by increasing season length from 12 to 20 weeks in summer 2019 (Dornier 328, Saab 
2000 and Saab 340 aircraft). 

 Ryanair will commence a Boeing 737-800 twice-weekly service to Kiev in April 2019. Ryanair’s 
summer schedule includes 62 routes in total with seven new routes to Bordeaux, Gothenburg, 
Marrakech, Marseille, Nantes, Thessaloniki and Kyiv, which will deliver over 5.4m customers 
through Manchester next year. 
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 Qatar Airways, on their Doha service, switched from a 283-seat Airbus A350-900 to a 358-seat 
Boeing 777-300 in December.  

 Cathay Pacific Airways, on their Hong Kong service, introduced a 334-seat Airbus A350-1000 on 
Saturday 1st December. The new aircraft replaces the 280-seat A350-900. 

 TUI Airways became the first UK registered airline to take delivery of, and introduce, the Boeing 
737-8MAX; flying an inaugural service to Malaga on Sunday 2nd December. This fourth-generation 
737 will operate on short and mid-haul routes using 14% less fuel than the previous 737-NG model, 
offering a longer range and a reduction in noise pollution. The airline will introduce an extra flight 
to Puerto Vallarta, on Mexico’s Pacific Coast, for winter 2019 and summer 2020 with Boeing 787 
Dreamliner aircraft. 

 United Airlines will increase the number of seats for the summer 2019 schedule (to Newark New 
York); by upgrading from their 169-seat Boeing 757-200 to 242-seat Boeing 767-400 aircraft. 

 
 

10. CUSTOMER SERVICE  
 

Current Complaint Statistics 
Complaints Per 10,000 travelling customers, decreased consecutively over the last three months. This 
has provided the opportunity to proactively reach out to ‘detractors’ from the Net Promoter Score 
Survey. We have successfully achieved our Service Level Agreement in all three months responding 
to 95% of feedback within ten working days. During the months of November and December, customers 
received an initial response within one working day.  
 

Compliments decreased in volume over November and December, however the proportion of 
compliments versus complaints increased over the same period. Colleagues were recognised for ‘going 
above and beyond’ to repatriate lost/left items with Customers, Marshals ‘shrink wrapping’ open 
windows in various car parks and Airport Lounge Agents delivering ‘great’ service.  

  
October 2018 November 2018 December 2018 

Number % of all Number % of all Number % of all 
Complaints 1615 80.3% 869 74.6% 830 75.7% 
Per 10k passengers 5.9  4.2 

 
3.89 

 Complaint handling SLA 
(SLA: 95% in 10 days) 

100%  100% 100% 

Compliments 67 3.3% 56 4.8% 43 3.9% 
Suggestions & Comment 330 16.4% 273 20.3% 200 18.2% 
Service Recovery  0 0.0% 3 0.3% 24 2.2% 

 
Security Performance 
The following data illustrates the percentage of passengers queuing 15 mins or less in security; target 
92% or better: 

 
  

  Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 Jul-18 Aug-18 Sep-18 Octl-18 Nov-18 Dec-18 

T1 A 86.7% 96.1% 93.0% 87.5% 95.5% 81.9% 75.5% 89.2% 93.9% 90.8% 97.0% 95.5% 96.3% 

T1 B 88.5% 95.2% 89.4% 86.2% 97.4% 91.3% 89.0% 95.1% 97.6% 91.8% 97.1% 94.1% 94.8% 

T1 Total 87.4% 95.7% 91.5% 87.0% 96.1% 86.0% 81.7% 92.1% 95.7% 91.3% 97.0% 94.9% 95.6% 

T2 95.7% 97.5% 95.8% 95.7% 97.1% 97.0% 89.3% 96.8% 97.3% 94.8% 98.8% 95.4% 97.0% 

T3 99.8% 99.6% 99.8% 98.6% 99.7% 98.4% 93.1% 97.5% 98.3% 98.7% 97.9% 99.9% 99.9% 

Total 92.9% 97.4% 94.9% 92.2% 97.5% 92.0% 86.8% 94.7% 96.8% 94.2% 97.7% 96.7% 97.2% 
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Immigration Queue Measurement  
An immigration queue measurement system is running in all three Terminals. Final trials of the queuing 
pathway for EU (Manual) passengers in Terminal 2 were completed in February; when the final path 
was defined. For this reason, the field is marked n/a below; with the first data reported in March 2018:     

 

 
Special Assistance Services update 
Through the reporting period, our performance management of OCS has continued to sustain the 
necessary improvement. I am pleased to advise that performance in November and December 
achieved key ECAC (European Civil Aviation Conference) metrics for both Arrivals and Departures. 
 

We have seen some key route launches during the period which have driven significant demand on the 
Special Assistance service, specifically Jet Airways. The five-time weekly flight to Mumbai regularly 
carries significant numbers of Special Assistance Guests with the record to date of 63 guests on one 
departure. To meet this uplift, OCS have sourced additional chairs, to aid with the operation on these 
flights, and have recruited additional Customer Care Agents spread across two induction courses.  
 

On 8th November MAG & OCS attended the ‘Kidz to Adults exhibition’ at Event City. During the event 
we met many families who would like to travel from Manchester and we were able to answer the 
questions they had and ease any worries about travelling with a disability. The Special Assistance Team 
also co-hosted an accredited seminar with Graham Race; from the Queen Elizabeth’s Foundation for 
disabled people (QEF) entitled ‘Try Before you Fly’. 
 

Having undertaken a rigorous procurement process aligned, with OJEU (Official Journal of the 
European Union) requirements, which assessed all areas of the suppliers’ business, I am pleased to 
announce that we have now awarded OmniServ, trading as ‘ABM’, with a five-year contract to provide 
the Special Assistance service at Manchester Airport. The procurement process primarily focussed on 
technical abilities in the core areas of Health, Safety and Security, their equipment and innovations to 
enhance our guest experience, training and customer service. Through the process, OmniServ 
presented a compelling solution, with improved equipment, colleague engagement and training; all 
lending to an improved experience for our guests. The MAG Special Assistance Team are working 
closely with OmniServ and OCS to ensure a seamless transition of service from 1st April 2019. 
 
 

   Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 Jul-18 Aug-18 Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18 Dec-18  

 

 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
25 min 

SLA 
 

  

E
U

 

T1 99.7% 99.0% 99.4% 99.6% 98.8% 99.4% 99.1% 99.0% 97.1% 98.5% 99.3% 99.7% 98.5%  

T2 n/a n/a n/a 100% 99.1% 100.0% 99.6% 99.8% 99.2% 99.7% 99.6% 100.0% 100.0%  

T3 99.8% 99.5% 99.9% 100% 99.9% 99.9% 100.0% 99.8% 99.8% 100.0% 100/0% 99.6% 99.9%  

Total 99.8% 99.3% 99.6% 99.8% 99.2% 99.7% 99.5% 99.4% 98.0% 99.0% 99.6% 99.7% 99.0%  

E
-G

at
es

 

T1 100% 100% 99.6% 99.9% 99.9% 100.0% 99.9% 99.7% 99.8% 99.2% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9%  

T2 100% 99.9% 100% 100% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 99.9% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  

T3 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.6% 98.3% 99.5% 99.7% 99.8% 98.1% 99.2% 98.4% 99.6% 99.4%  

Total 100% 100% 100% 99.8% 99.5% 99.9% 99.9% 99.5% 99.4% 99.4% 99.6% 99.9% 99.8% 
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45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

45 min 
SLA 

T1 98.9% 97.2% 100% 98.8% 95.4% 98.4% 94.8% 91.6% 90.2% 91.7% 99.9% 99.4% 96.1% 

T2 98.9% 94.4% 95.5% 96.6% 87.5% 97.6% 89.8% 96.4% 95.7% 82.3% 96.9% 97.9% 94.2%  

T3 99.7% 100% 100% 98.9% 98.7% 99.1% 99.3% 99.9% 98.6% 98.0% 98.8% 99.4% 99.7%  

Total 99.1% 97.0% 98,5% 98.2% 93.7% 93.8% 94.3% 94.3% 92.7% 89.9% 98.3% 98.9% 96.3%  
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11. STAFFING CHANGES  

 
Aug-18 Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18 Nov-18   Our colleagues as of December 2018  

(corrected for leavers/starters listed left) 

Starters Permanent 150 149 98 144 47   Permanent 3,790 

Starters Temporary 16 13 18 13 8   Temporary 145 

Leavers Permanent 106 114 90 82 51   Casual 7 

Leavers Temporary 19 23 12 7 2   TOTAL 3,942 
 

New bilingual Marketing Manager  
In October Dr Charlotte Shi joined our marketing team after previously working as a Senior Lecturer in 
Fashion Marketing and Branding at Nottingham Trent University and a Project Consultant for Unibail-
Rodamco in Paris. Charlotte holds a PhD from the University of Manchester and is bilingual, being 
fluent in English and Mandarin.  
 
Jobs Fair 
The 2019 Jobs Fair will be held at The Point, Emirates Old Trafford, Lancashire County Cricket Club 
on Thursday 7th March. Employers from across the site will be recruiting. To manage the number of 
attendees, people need to pre-register for a time slot, convenient to them, between 10:00 and 15:00 
hrs at www.manchesterairport.co.uk/jobsfair.  
 
 

12. COMMUNITY MATTERS 
 

Master Class training session 
In October we held a day long ‘Master Class’ training session for new and existing members of the 
Manchester Airport Consultative Committee and were able to offer spare places to 
Borough/Parish/Town Councillors. Through the day we had twenty attendees; and we took them 
through aircraft operations in the air and on the ground as well as covering future Airspace 
design/consultation and MAN-TP construction. Feedback was very positive; the session was rated 
‘Excellent’ by all. The Class provided a very useful two-way dialogue.  
 
Community Communication 
During 2018 we have held 41 Knutsford Library and 20 Mobile Outreaches (across Cheshire and 
Greater Manchester); providing over 400 hours of face-to-face availability.  
 

Through the last quarter we maintained our weekly presence at Knutsford Library and completed our 
autumn/winter outreach programme; with visits to Hale, Wythenshawe, Handforth, Styal, Heald Green, 
Plumley, Didsbury and Comberbach. At Comberbach we held our first Masterclass Express; over 90 
minutes we provided an in-depth overview of operations and the future of Manchester Airport. Six 
members of the public attended and one fed back: 

“The whole presentation was very informative, giving more of an insight into operations and 
developments”.  
 

Details of our 2019 programme will be published at www.manchesterairport.co.uk/outreach as soon 
dates are confirmed. 
 
Pantomime 
In December we sent 1,400 children to the "On Ya Bike" Theatre Group production of ‘Aladdin’ at the 
Wythenshawe Forum. Schools participating included Newall Green, Baguley Hall, Crossacres, St John 
Fisher and St Anthonys in Wythenshawe as well as Etchells and Prospect Vale Primaries in Heald 
Green. 
 
MAG Christmas Card 
Community Artist Andy Leigh held an ‘art masterclass’ for Year 5 Classes at St Elizabeth’s RC Primary 
School in November. Each pupil, at the Wythenshawe Primary, then produced an entry for our 
Christmas Card competition; using the techniques that they had learned. These cards were framed and 
were displayed for two weeks in Olympic House Reception. The winning cards were converted in to an 
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e-Card that was sent to MAG friends across the world and the winners received Christmas presents at 
a special assembly. 
 
Roving Nativity  
Children from two Wythenshawe Schools toured the Airport telling the Christmas story and singing 
lovely carols in December. Choirs from St Anthony’s and SS John Fisher RC Primary Schools 
performed across the site in colleague and public areas.    
 
Salvation Army and Knutsford Toy Appeals 
Colleagues from across the Airport supported the Salvation Army Christmas Appeal; with three retail 
cages full of presents collected. Wish trees had been distributed across the Airport in colleague areas. 
Each tree had labels with a Christmas present wish from a local child; colleagues took a label and 
bought a gift to match. A further retail cage of toys and books were collected by colleagues at MAG-O 
and delivered for distribution to families in poverty in East Cheshire. Colleagues from across MAG 
collected 60 selection boxes, for a special Christmas Party held by ‘The Welcome’ in Knutsford for 
children from the Longridge and Shaw Heath areas of Knutsford.  
 
STEM and Hospitality/Catering Masterclasses 
On 16th November 84 students from eight Secondary Schools and Further Education Colleges attended 
a Hospitality and Catering Masterclass at the Marriott Hotel. This was our first Masterclass on this area 
and funding/expertise was provided by the Airport Community Network. Participants included The 
Marriott, SSP, The Park Royal Hotel and the MAG Escape Lounge. Our inspirational speaker was Mel 
Darwell from the Escape Lounges –who shared with the students her career path and gave an insight 
in to her role. 
 

On the 7th December 50 A-Level students attended the Radisson Blu Hotel for a Science Technology 
and Maths (STEM) Masterclass. The students participated in interactive sessions with UK Power 
Networks, Airbus, Hoare Lea and Ricoh –they undertook engineering challenges and learnt about 
various STEM careers paths. 
 
Dragons Den Enterprise competition 
A team of students from Priestnall High School came up with an idea of a "Bee mug with hot chocolate” 
and were outright winners of this enterprise competition; making a £6,500 profit. A total of £16,700 profit 
was made by all schools who took part, which has been shared between St Ann’s Hospice, East 
Cheshire Hospice, Hope House, Francis House and Manchester Children’s Hospital. 
 
Emmeline Pankhurst statue  
On 14th December the Emmeline Pankhurst statue was unveiled in St Peter’s Square; to celebrate the 
significant contribution of women to City. The statue of Emmeline, in her home City, is the first statue 
of a woman in Manchester since the Queen Victoria monument was erected more than 100 years ago. 
For these reasons we are proud to have supported the project. The unveiling ceremony was attended 
by more than 1,000 school children along with members of the public, community groups, local 
businesses, elected representatives, the 10 leaders of the Greater Manchester authorities and GM 
Mayor Andy Burnham. 
 
Manchester Airport Festival of Remembrance 
The Manchester Airport Festival of Remembrance took place on Thursday 8th November; under the 
wings of Concorde at the Runway Visitor Park. We welcomed civic leaders, former service personnel, 
colleagues from the Airport and related companies, as well as local cadets. An audience of nearly 800 
guests were treated to a continuity drill display by cadets and a band display before the Remembrance 
Service, led by Reverend George Lane, Manchester Airport Coordinating Chaplain. 
 
Community Trust Fund 
A total of £32,016 was awarded to 24 local voluntary non-profit making organisations at the October 
meeting. Successful applicants included: 
 £1,000 to 1st Wythenshawe Scout Group (Manchester) – towards camping equipment.  
 £1,500 to Grove Lane Baptist Church (Stockport) – towards renewal of their kitchen.  
 £2,000 to Trafford Trampoline Club (Trafford) –towards trampolines. 
 £2,150 to Styal Village Café (Cheshire East) –towards a panini machine, griddle and water boiler.  
 £1,800 to Denton West Community (Tameside) –towards chairs for their community Hall. 

The total number of projects to benefit from the Fund now stands at 1,515 amassing £3,513,302. 
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13. MANCHESTER AIRPORT IN THE NEWS OCTOBER-DECEMBER 2018 
 

Vehicle fire in Terminal 1 Multi-Storey Car Park 
On Thursday 18th October a vehicle caught fire in the Terminal 1 Multi-Storey Car Park; the fire involved 
three cars inside the Terminal 1 multi-storey car park. The fire was attended by our own and the Greater 
Manchester Fire and Rescue Service and was extinguished within 50 minutes. The car park was quickly 
re-opened causing minimum disruption to our customers.  
 
Dog missing from Manchester Airport cargo centre found after dramatic motorway rescue 
In October local and social media covered the story of a Pointer, that had arrived from Cyprus, and 
escaped from the cargo centre. The animal was later recovered from close by the M56 and, after 
medical attention, was re-united with his new owners. 
 
CNN has named Manchester Airport as one of the exciting airport projects 
The US news outlet CNN listed 16 Airport project and construction or redevelopments worldwide. 
Manchester Airport Transformation was listed as a new terminal they could not wait to fly into! 
 
Home Office set to review licensing laws at airports 
Various media outlets reported the Home Office launch a review of licensing laws at airport terminals 
across the country. Suggestion was made in the media that the review could signal an end to early-
morning drinking in airport bars and restaurants. The External Affairs Team worked with the Airport 
Operators Association to respond to media queries. 
 
Winter Sun Campaign 
In November we worked with several airline partners to create a ‘Winter Sun destination guide’ to issue 
to media. The guide focused on the Canary Islands and Barbados and led to extensive online and 
regional print coverage. 
 
Rogue meet and greet company operating from Manchester Airport investigated 
In November various media outlets reported that ‘Manchester Airport Parking Services’, a meet and 
greet company not affiliated with ourselves, was being investigated after crashing a passenger’s vehicle 
into a tree. The company had previously been accused of speeding in a passenger’s vehicle and 
crashing a car into a bus. We emphasised, in our statements, that we continue to work with Manchester 
City Council to make passengers aware that these companies are not providing official Manchester 
Airport parking. We were also able to promote the range of official parking products that we do provide. 
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OCTOBER 2018  
 

 

 MONTH FINANCIAL YEAR TO DATE 

MOVING 
ANNUAL 
TOTAL 

 

  LAST 
YEAR 

 ACTUAL 
 THIS YEAR 

 ACTUAL 

 % ACTUAL 
 /LAST 
YEAR 

 LAST 
YEAR 

 ACTUAL 
 THIS YEAR 

 ACTUAL 

 % ACTUAL % CHANGE 

 
 /LAST 
YEAR   

                
 AIRCRAFT MOVEMENTS     
DOMESTIC 3,243 3,254 0.34 22,117 22,299 0.82 37,593 3.70 

SCHED INT 12,366 13,114 6.05 94,980 93,512 -1.55 140,886 -2.51 

CHARTER 1,148 955 -16.81 9,918 9,193 -7.31 12,442 -8.33 

PRIVATE/MISC 1,069 869 -18.71 6,263 5,946 -5.06 9,574 -3.47 

TOTAL 17,826 18,192 2.05 133,278 130,950 -1.75 200,495 -1.84 

             

 TERMINAL PASSENGERS     

DOMESTIC 202,669 227,975 12.49 1,437,881 1,570,176 9.20 2,540,182 7.65 

SCHED INT 1,967,958 2,121,974 7.83 15,539,024 15,660,845 0.78 22,937,276 1.31 

CHARTER 232,561 196,372 -15.56 1,995,660 1,882,738 -5.66 2,526,918 -6.73 

PRIVATE/MISC 1,333 1,534 15.08 11,126 9,431 -15.23 17,968 -5.83 

TOTAL 2,404,521 2,547,855 5.96 18,983,691 19,123,190 0.73 28,022,344 1.06 

        

 TOTAL PASSENGERS (INCL. TRANSIT)     

TOTAL 2,412,919 2,552,777 5.80 19,045,095 19,174,812 0.68 28,111,418 0.92 

             

 FREIGHT (INCL. MAIL) TONNES     

TOTAL 11,316 10,964 -3.11 76,921 72,186 -6.16 117,989 -4.84 

            
 
 
 

Manchester Airport  

Monthly Traffic Statistics for 2018/19 
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NOVEMBER 2018  
 

 

 MONTH FINANCIAL YEAR TO DATE 

MOVING 
ANNUAL 
TOTAL 

 

  LAST 
YEAR 

 ACTUAL 
 THIS YEAR 

 ACTUAL 

 % ACTUAL 
 /LAST 
YEAR 

 LAST 
YEAR 

 ACTUAL 
 THIS YEAR 

 ACTUAL 

 % ACTUAL % CHANGE 

 
 /LAST 
YEAR   

                
 AIRCRAFT MOVEMENTS     
DOMESTIC 3,392 2,967 -12.53 25,509 25,266 -0.95 37,168 1.31 

SCHED INT 9,345 10,068 7.74 104,325 103,579 -0.72 141,608 -1.65 

CHARTER 571 516 -9.63 10,489 9,709 -7.44 12,387 -8.39 

PRIVATE/MISC 680 679 -0.15 6,943 6,625 -4.58 9,573 -3.23 

TOTAL 13,988 14,230 1.73 147,266 145,179 -1.42 200,736 -1.64 

             

 TERMINAL PASSENGERS     

DOMESTIC 205,368 209,409 1.97 1,643,249 1,779,624 8.30 2,544,240 7.41 

SCHED INT 1,412,605 1,542,221 9.18 16,951,629 17,203,066 1.48 23,066,826 1.76 

CHARTER 112,808 102,227 -9.38 2,108,468 1,984,965 -5.86 2,516,307 -6.92 

PRIVATE/MISC 665 465 -30.08 11,791 9,896 -16.07 17,886 -7.17 

TOTAL 1,731,446 1,854,322 7.10 20,715,137 20,977,551 1.27 28,145,259 1.38 

        

 TOTAL PASSENGERS (INCL. TRANSIT)     

TOTAL 1,738,491 1,860,191 7.00 20,783,586 21,034,794 1.21 28,232,909 1.26 

             

 FREIGHT (INCL. MAIL) TONNES     

TOTAL 10,343 10,293 -0.48 87,264 82,479 -5.48 117,939 -4.45 

            
 
 
 

  
  

Manchester Airport  

Monthly Traffic Statistics for 2018/19 
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DECEMBER 2018  
 

 

 MONTH FINANCIAL YEAR TO DATE 

MOVING 
ANNUAL 
TOTAL 

 

  LAST 
YEAR 

 ACTUAL 
 THIS YEAR 

 ACTUAL 

 % ACTUAL 
 /LAST 
YEAR 

 LAST 
YEAR 

 ACTUAL 
 THIS YEAR 

 ACTUAL 

 % ACTUAL 
% CHANGE 

 
 /LAST 
YEAR 

         
 AIRCRAFT MOVEMENTS  

DOMESTIC 3,027 2,870 -5.19 28,536 28,136 -1.40 37,011 0.00 

SCHED INT 9,477 10,155 7.15 113,802 113,734 -0.06 142,286 -0.71 

CHARTER 748 732 -2.14 11,237 10,441 -7.08 12,371 -8.15 

PRIVATE/MISC 741 739 -0.27 7,684 7,364 -4.16 9,571 -2.91 

TOTAL 13,993 14,496 3.59 161,259 159,675 -0.98 201,239 -1.17 

         

 TERMINAL PASSENGERS  

DOMESTIC 201,793 212,672 5.39 1,845,042 1,992,296 7.98 2,555,072 7.10 

SCHED INT 1,488,002 1,603,592 7.77 18,439,631 18,806,658 1.99 23,184,028 2.17 

CHARTER 141,841 137,211 -3.26 2,250,309 2,122,176 -5.69 2,512,208 -6.58 

PRIVATE/MISC 1,810 3,309 82.82 13,601 13,206 -2.90 17,290 -14.94 

TOTAL 1,833,446 1,956,784 6.73 22,548,583 22,934,336 1.71 28,268,598 1.73 

         

 TOTAL PASSENGERS (INCL. TRANSIT)   

TOTAL 1,840,821 1,963,960 6.69 22,624,407 22,998,754 1.65 28,356,048 1.63 

         

 FREIGHT (INCL. MAIL) TONNES   

TOTAL 10,094 9,420 -6.68 97,359 91,899 -5.61 117,264 -5.17 

         
 
 
 

Manchester Airport  

Monthly Traffic Statistics for 2018/19 
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 Maths @ Manchester Airport Customer Services Masterclass 

 

  On Thursday 25th/Friday 26th we hosted 
‘Maths at Manchester Airport’ sessions. One 
hundred and five students from three Winsford 
Schools (Darnhamm Hall Primary and Hepden 
Green Specialist School/Grange Primarys) 
visited the Station or Terminal 2 check in desks 
to learn how Maths is used in every day work 
at Manchester Airport. 

  
On Friday 12th 120 
students from 10 
Secondary Schools and 
Further education 
colleges attended our 
Customer Services 
Masterclass. Programme 
participants included the 
Midland Hotel, John 
Lewis, Jet2.com and our 
own Customer Services 
Team.  

 

Councillor Masterclass  “The whole day was 
brilliant.  Every topic covered 
was meaningful and it was all 
brought together by the tour” 

 

On Monday 15th we held we held a training 
session for new and existing members of the 
Manchester Airport Consultative Committee 
and were able to offer spare places to other 
Borough/Parish Town Councillors. 

 

 

 

 Take Ten to Read   
On Tuesday 10th we celebrated the Launch of 
Manchester City Council / Literacy Trust’s Take 10 
initiative at Haveley Hey Primary School. Sixteen 
colleagues from across the business read our book, 
“Reach For The Sky” to classes of children, to 
encourage them to read for 10 minutes every day. 

  

  
 

 
  Autumn Leaves   

  

 Over three days in October/November we served 
lunch to nearly 300 residents at our popular Autumn 
Leaves luncheons. Forty-Three Airport colleagues 
and three students from Manchester College 
assisted and guests enjoyed entertainment by local 
Woodhouse Park Schools, St Anthony’s and the 
Willows Primary and the Airport Choir. 

 

October

2018 
FY 17-18 
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 Eighty #airportbirthdaytrees   

  

  
    

 

 

November

2018 
FY 18-19 

Employment  

Hospitality & Catering Masterclass 

Enterprise & Culture  

Eighty #airportbirthdaytrees 

Colleagues  

7,000 #Reachforthesky Books 
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December

2018 
FY 18-19 

Enterprise & Culture  

SS John Fisher at Meet & Greet T1 -Roving Nativity  

Enterprise & Culture  

Planting eighty #airportbirthdaytrees 

Communications  

Awarded CommunityMark for a 3rd time 

Crossacres Age-UK Day Care -colleagues sing Christmas songs 

Colleagues  
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Manchester Airport Consultative Committee 
 
MANTIS Monthly Summary Report 

 
September 2018 
 
     
Total Movements  19121    
     
Movements Monitored 19114  Detection Rate (%) 100 

 
Noise 
 

 
 2018 2017 

 
Daytime Average Peak Noise Level 77 77 
   
Night time Average Peak Noise Level 77 77 
   
Overall Average Peak Noise Level 77 77 
   
Daytime Noise Infringements 0 0 
   
Night time Noise Infringements 3 8 
   
Total Noise Infringements 3 8 
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Track Infringements 
 
 Rwy 05 Rwy 23 

Total SIDs 567 8985 
  

Total MANTIS Correlated SIDs 565 8742 
  

Total Extreme Deviations 0 0 
  

Total Overall Deviations 25 396 
  

Percentage Deviation 4.4 4.5 
   

 
 
Operator Departures Ext Deviations Percentage 

    

None n/a n/a n/a 

    

      
Noise Infringements 

 
Operator Total A/C Type Chapter Surcharge 

     

Emirates 1* A380-800 4 £900 

TUI Airways 1* B737-800 4 £900 

Ryanair 1* B737-800 4 £750 

        
 

* Denotes Night time infringement 
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Community Complaints 

 
Total Number of Complaints received during September 2018                
 

45  

   

Total Number of Complainants during September 2018                           30  

   

Total Number of Complaints received during September 2017                68  
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Ashley 2 0 0 0  2 1 2 2  
Bury 3 0 0 0  3 2 2 1  
Cheadle 1 0 0 0  1 1 1 1  
Edgeley 1 0 0 0  1 1 1 0  
Gatley 1 0 0 0  1 1 1 1  
Great Warford 0 0 1 0  1 1 1 0  
Hazel Grove 0 0 0 2  2 2 1 0  
Heald Green 0 1 1 0  2 2 1 0  
High Legh 0 0 9 0  9 1 9 0  
Hyde 1 0 0 0  1 1 1 0  
Knutsford 3 0 7 0  10 7 1 1  
Mere 1 0 0 0  1 1 1 0  
Middleton 1 0 0 0  1 1 1 1  
Mobberley 2 0 0 0  2 2 1 1  
Oldham 3 0 0 0  3 2 2 3  
Plumley 1 0 0 0  1 1 1 0  
Timperley 2 0 0 0  2 1 2 1  
Wilmslow 0 0 1 0  1 1 1 0  
Wythenshawe 0 0 1 0  1 1 1 0  
Total 22 1 20 2  45 30 2 12  
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NSD Information     

     

Runway 05 
     

 Last Year Percentage This Year Percentage 

Monthly Total SIDs 1527   567  
       
Monthly Total NSDs 30 2.0 1 0.2 
       
Monthly Total Early Turns 0 0.0 0 0.0 
       
Quarterly Total SIDs 3115   2702  
       
Quarterly Total NSDs 34 1.1 10 0.4 
        
Quarterly Total Early Turns 1 0.0 0 0.0 

 
Runway 23 

 
 Last Year Percentage This Year Percentage 

Monthly Total SIDs 8380   8985  
       
Monthly Total NSDs 149 1.8 154 1.7 
       
Monthly Total Early Turns 4 0.0 0 0.0 
       
Quarterly Total SIDs 26730   26887  
       
Quarterly Total NSDs 330 1.2 380 1.4 
       
Quarterly Total Early Turns 7 0.0 1 0.0 

 
Overall 

 
 Last Year Percentage This Year Percentage 

Monthly Total SIDs 9907   9552  
       
Monthly Total NSDs 179 1.8 155 1.6 
       
Monthly Total Early Turns 4 0.0 0 0.0 
       
Quarterly Total SIDs 29845   29589  
       
Quarterly Total NSDs 364 1.2 390 1.3 
       
Quarterly Total Early Turns 8 0.0 1 0.0 
 
nb. direction of take-off greatly influences the figures in the above tables. 
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Manchester Airport Consultative Committee 
 
MANTIS Monthly Summary Report 

 
October 2018 
 
     
Total Movements 18190    
     
Movements Monitored 18177  Detection Rate (%) 100 

 
Noise 
 
 

 
 
 
 2018 2017 

Daytime Average Peak Noise Level 77dB(A) 77dB(A) 
   
Nightime Average Peak Noise Level 77dB(A) 77dB(A) 
   
Overall Average Peak Noise Level 77dB(A) 77dB(A) 
   
Daytime Noise Infringements 0 0 
   
Nightime Noise Infringements 3 3 
   
Total Noise Infringements 3 3 
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Track Infringements 

 
 Rwy 05 Rwy 23 

Total SIDs 1835 7260 
  

Total MANTIS Correlated SIDs 1788 7102 
  

Total Extreme Deviations 0 0 
  

Total Overall Deviations 63 272 
  

Percentage Deviation 3.5 3.7 
   

 
Operator Departures Ext Deviations Percentage 

    

None n/a n/a n/a 

    

      
Noise Infringements 

 
Operator Total A/C Type Chapter Surcharge 
 
TUI Airways 

 
2** 

 
B737-800 

 
4 

 
£1950 

 
Thomas Cook Airlines 

 
1* 

 
A330-200 

 
4 

 
£1200 
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Community Complaints 

  
Total Number of Complaints received during October 2018 
 

 

41 
 

Total Number of Complainants during October 2018 28  

   

Total Number of Complaints received during October 2017 35  
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Antrobus 1 0    0 1 1 1.0 0 
Ashley 7 0    0 7 1 7.0 4 
Bowdon 1 2    0 3 3 1.0 0 
Cheadle Hulme 2 0    0 2 2 1.0 2 
Congleton 1 0    0 1 1 1.0 0 
Hale Barns 1 0    0 1 1 1.0 0 
Hartford 3 0    0 3 1 3.0 1 
Knutsford 5 6    0 11 8 1.4 2 
Lymm 0 2    0 2 1 2.0 0 
Macclesfield 1 0    0 1 1 1.0 1 
Mere 1 0    0 1 1 1.0 1 
Stoke-On-Trent 2 0    0 2 1 2.0 2 
Unknown 2 0    0 2 2 1.0 1 
Wythenshawe 1 0    3 4 4 1.0 0 
Total 28 10    3 41 28 1.5 14 
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NSD Information     
     
Runway 05     
     

 Last Year Percentage This Year Percentage 

Monthly Total SIDs 535  1835  
     
Monthly Total NSDs 0 0.0 0 0.0 
     
Monthly Total Early Turns 1 0.2 0 0.0 
     
Quarterly Total SIDs 3392  2403  
     
Quarterly Total NSDs 31 0.9 1 0.0 
     
Quarterly Total Early Turns 1 0.0 0 0.0 

 
Runway 23 

 
 Last Year Percentage This Year Percentage 

Monthly Total SIDs 8370  7260  
     
Monthly Total NSDs 105 1.3 25 0.3 
     
Monthly Total Early Turns 1 0.0 0 0.0 
     
Quarterly Total SIDs 25604  26325  
     
Quarterly Total NSDs 381 1.5 340 1.3 
     
Quarterly Total Early Turns 6 0.0 1 0.0 

 
Overall 
     

 Last Year Percentage This Year Percentage 

Monthly Total SIDs 8905  9095  
     
Monthly Total NSDs 105 1.2 25 0.3 
     
Monthly Total Early Turns 2 0.0 0 0.0 
     

Quarterly Total SIDs 28996  28728  
     
Quarterly Total NSDs 412 1.4 341 1.2 
     
Quarterly Total Early Turns 7 0.0 1 0.0 
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Manchester Airport Consultative Committee 

 

MANTIS Monthly Summary Report 

 
November 2018 
 

     
Total Movements 14232    

     
Movements Monitored 14209  Detection Rate (%) 99.8 

 

Noise 
 

 
 

 2018 2017 

Daytime Average Peak Noise Level 76dB(A) 76dB(A) 

   

Night time Average Peak Noise Level 77dB(A) 76dB(A) 

   

Overall Average Peak Noise Level 76dB(A) 76dB(A) 

   
Daytime Noise Infringements 0 0 

   

Night time Noise Infringements 3 0 

   

Total Noise Infringements 3 0 
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Track Infringements 

 
 Rwy 05 Rwy 23 

Total SIDs 2382 4729 

   
Total MANTIS Correlated SIDs 2274 4549 

   
Total Extreme Deviations 0 0 

   
Total Overall Deviations 87 316 

   

Percentage Deviation 3.8 6.9 

   

 

Operator Departures Ext Deviations Percentage 

    

None n/a n/a n/a 

    

    

      
Noise Infringements 

 
Operator Total A/C Type Chapter Surcharge 

(£) 
     
Ryanair 
 

1* B737-800 4 £750 

TUI 2** B737-800 4 £1800 
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Community Complaints 

  

Total Number of Complaints received during November 2018 25  

 
  

Total Number of Complainants during November 2018 13  

   

Total Number of Complaints received during November 2017 33  
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Ashley 11 0 0 0 0 0  11 1 11 5 

Bowdon 0 2 0 0 0 0  2 2 1 0 

Didsbury 2 0 0 0 0 0  2 2 1 0 

Hartford 1 0 0 0 0 0  1 1 1 0 

Heald Green 4 0 0 0 0 0  4 4 1 0 

Knutsford 3 0 0 0 0 0  3 1 3 0 

Unknown 1 0 0 0 0 0  1 1 1 1 

Withington 1 0 0 0 0 0  1 1 1 0 

Total 23 2 0 0 0 0  25 13 1.9 6 
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NSD Information     

     

Runway 05     

     

 Last Year Percentage This Year Percentage 

Monthly Total SIDs 692  2382  
     
Monthly Total NSDs 7 1.0 0 0.0 
     
Monthly Total Early Turns 0 0.0 0 0.0 
     
Quarterly Total SIDs 2754  4784  
     
Quarterly Total NSDs 37 1.3 1 0.0 

     

Quarterly Total Early Turns 1.0 0.0 0 0.0 

 

Runway 23 
 
 Last Year Percentage This Year Percentage 

Monthly Total SIDs 6304  4729  
     
Monthly Total NSDs 199 3.2 52 1.1 
     
Monthly Total Early Turns 0 0.0 0 0.0 
     
Quarterly Total SIDs 23054  20974  
     
Quarterly Total NSDs 453 2.0 231 1.1 
     
Quarterly Total Early Turns 5 0.0 0 0.0 

 

Overall 
 
 Last Year Percentage This Year Percentage 

Monthly Total SIDs 6996  7111  
     
Monthly Total NSDs 206 2.9 52 0.7 
     
Monthly Total Early Turns 0 0.0 0 0.0 
     

Quarterly Total SIDs 25808  25758  
     
Quarterly Total NSDs 490 1.9 232 0.9 
     
Quarterly Total Early Turns 6 0.0 0 0.0 

 

 



 
 

 NOISE COMPLAINTS 
 
 Between 01 Dec 2018 and 31 Dec 2018 
 
Overall 

Complaints Complainants 
19 17 
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Alderley Edge 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Ashley 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 

Bowdon 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 0 

Cheadle 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 

Hale 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 

Heaton Mersey 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Knutsford 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 

Lymm 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Matlock 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Mobberley 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Stalybridge 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Unknown 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Wilmslow 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Wythenshawe 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Total 12 0 7 0 0 19 17 14 5 

 

 

 

 Repeat complainants 
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Denton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Didsbury 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Knutsford 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

          

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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